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R,ESOTUTION ON THE MOSCOW MEETINGS OF
REPRESENTATIVES OF COMMUNIST AND
WORKETI,S' PARTIES

Adopted on May 23, 7958,
by the Second Session of the Er.gltth Nati,onal Congress
of the Commun"i.st PartE of Chtna
The Eighth National Congress of the Cornmunist Party
of China, at its Second Session, having heard the report
deliver,ed by Comrade Teng Hsiao-ping on the meeting of
representatives of the Communist and Workers' Parties
of the socialist countries held in Moscow from November
14 to 16, 1957, and the rneeting of representatives of 64
Communist and Workers'Parties held from November 16
to 19, unanimously endorses the Declarations adopted by
the two meetings and expresses satisfaction with the work
of the delegation of the Communist Party of China headed
by Comrade Mao Tse-tung during the two meetings.
The lVloscow meetings of the Communist and Workers'
Parties of various countries and the two Declarations they
adopted ushered in a new stage in the international communist movement of our time and were a very great
inspiration to the labouring people and all forces for
peace, democracy and progress throughout the wor1d. The
Communist Parties throughout the world have welcomed
and given their support to the two Declarations. The
Communist Party of the United States of America, after

clearing out the revisionist John Gates, has also endorsed
the stand taken by these Declarations. Only the League
of Communists of Yugoslavia has not only openly assumed
an attitude of opposition to the Declaration of the meeting
of representatives of the Communist and Workers' Parties
of the socialist countries, but has also adopted an antiMarxist-Leninist and out-and-out revisionist programme
at its Seventh Congress, and set it against the Declaration
of the Moscow meeting. At their Congress, in an effort
to defend their anti-Marxist-Leninist and out-and-out
revisionist programme, Tito and other leaders of the
League of Communists of Yugoslavia made a series of
vicious attacks against the international communist
movement and the so,cialist camp with the Soviet Union
as its centre, whereas in regard to U.S. imperialism, that
most ferocious enemy of the people in every part of the
world, they were sycophantic and deeply grateful.
At present, the international communist movement
has the important responsibility to adhere firmly to the
viewpoints expressed in the Declaration of the meeting of
representatives of the Communist and Workers' Parties of
the socialist countries, to defend the fundamental principles of Marxism-Leninism and oppose modern revisionism.
The Declaration of the meeting of representatives of
the Communist and Workers' Parties of the so,cialist
countries sums up the experience of the international
communist movement in the past century, especially in
the past forty years; expounds the common principles
which the Communist Parties of all countries must abide
by in the socialist revolution and socialist construction;
puts forward the basic policy of the Communist Parties
in rallying the broad masses of the people to the struggle
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for the cause of peace, democracy and socialism; it lays
the ideological and political foundation for solidarity

among the Communist Parties and strengthens the unity
of the socialist camp headed by the Soviet Union. It is
an epoch-making document which is in the nature of a
programme for the international communist movement.
Analysing the current international situation, the
Declaration points out that "world development is determined by the course and results of the competition
between two diametrically opposed social systems," that
"while socialism is on the upgrade, imperialism is heading
towards decline," that the colonial systern is crumbling and
that "capitalist economy is bound to encounter new deep
slumps and crises." It points out that the question of
war or peaceful co-existence has become the basic issue
in world politics, while the existence of imperialism is the
source of aggressive wars. It points out that the aggressive
imperialist circles of the United States have become the
centre of world reaction, the most deadly enemy of the
peoples. It says: "By this policy these anti-popular,
aggressive imperialist forces are courting their own ruin,
creating their own grave-diggers." At the same time, the
Declaration points out that the forces of peace have so
grown that there is a real possibility of averting wars and
that at the forefront of the forces of peace is the indestructible socialist camp headed by the Soviet Union. The
Declaration says: "An alliance of these mighty forces
can prevent war, but should the bellicose imperialist
maniacs venture, regardless of anything, to unleash a war,
imperialism will doom itself to destruction, for the peoples
will not tolerate a system that brings them so much
suffering and exacts so many sacrifices."

The Peace Manifesto adopted at the meeting of
representatives of 64 Communist and Workers' Parties
points out that the threat to peace and the security of the
people comes from "the capitalist monopolies which have
amassed unprecedented riches from the two worLd wars
and the current arms drive." It appeals to people of goodwill throughout the world: Organize and fight for peace!
The correctness of the appraisal of the international
situation made in the Declaration of the meeting of
representatives of the Communist and Workers' Parties
of the socialist countries is conflrmed by the development
of events. In the past six months, in the socialist camp,
economic and cultural construction in the Soviet lJnion,
China and many other brother countries has shown a
continuous upward trend. In Asia, Afri,ca and Latin
America, there has been a fresh advance in the national
liberation movement waged against the iryperialists and
their lackeys, and in sorne countries fierce struggle is
going on. Meanwhile, the imperialist countries have
landed in a new, grave and deep economic crisis. This
began first in the United States, where, capitalism is
most developed, and the economic crisis of the United
States is now hitting the whole capitalist world. On the
issue of peace or war, the Soviet lJnion, Poland, the
German Democratic Republic, Rumania and other brother
countries have put forward a serie-s of peace propgsals.
The Soviet Union has stopped the testing of nuclear
weapons before others; the governments of the Korean
Democratic People's Republic and of our own country
iointly decided to withdraw the Chinese People's
Volunteers fr:om Korea. These facts demonslratc- to the
people throughout the world the determinirtion of the
countries in the socialist camp to do all in their power to
4

secure peace. Despite the desire for peace of the people
of a1I countries, the aggressive bloc headed by the U.S.
imperialists persists up to now in its refusal to stop
nuclear tests, to end the cold war, to reduce armaments
and to withdraw its troops from Korea, and it is doing
all it can to delay the convening of a summit conference.

The U.S. imperialists have been oocupying our Taiwan.
They have gone so far as to interfere openly in the internal
affairs of Indonesia, aiding and abettinq and supplying
the rebel clique in that country with materials and
now they are interfering in the internal affairs of the
Lebanon. We must be awake to the fact that U.S. imperialism and the imperialist bloc headed by it are still
actively threatening war, preparing for new wars, stepping
up their political, economic and cultural aggression against
many countries in Asia, Africa and Latin America,
undermining the internal unity of these countries and
even resorting to armed for,ce to suppress national liberation movements. It is our task to ra1Iy the peace-loving
forces of the whole world to safeguard peace and smash
the war schemes of the aggressive imperialist bloc headed
by the United States.
The Declaration of the meeting of representatives of
the Communist and Workers' Parties of the socialist
countries points out that in adhering to the principle of
combining the universal truths of Marxism-Leninism with
the concr:ete practice of revolution and construction in
various countries, attention must be paid to overcoming
revisionism and doctrinairism. The Declaration lays stress
on the theoretical foundation of Marxism-l,eninism
dialectical materialism-refutes metaphysics and idealism,
and holds that "the application of dialectical materialisrn
in practical work and the education of Party functionaries

and the broad masses in Marxism-Leninism are urgent
tasks of the Communist and Workers' Parties." To the
question of what is the main danger now facing the
international communist movement, the Declaration gives
this clear-cut answert "The main danger at present is
revisionism, or, in other words, right-wing opportunism,
which, as a manifestation of bourgeois ideology, paralyses
the revolutionary energy of the working class and demands the preservation or restoration of capitalism." The
Declaration points out: "The existence of bourgeois
influence is an internal source of revisionism, while
surrender to imperialist pressure is its external sour,ce."
Making a special note of the emergence of modern
revisionism, the Declaration points out: "Modern
revisionism seeks to smear the great teaching of MarxismLeninism, declares that it is 'outmoded' and alleges that
it has lost its signiflcance for social progress. The
revisionists try to exorcize the revolutionary spirit of
Marxism, to undermine faith in socialism among the
working class and the working people in general. They
deny the historical necessity for a proletarian revolution
and the dictatorship of the proletariat during the period
of transition from capitalism to socialism, deny the leading role of the Marxist-Leninist party, reject the principie
of proletarian internationalism and call for rejection of
the basic l,eninist principles of Party organization, and,
above all, of democratic centralism and for transforming
the Communist Party from a militant revolutionary organization into some kind of debating society.',
We Chinese Communists, like the Communists of other
countries, note with pleasure that since the publication
of the Declaration, fresh achievements have been made
by the fraternal Parties in the countries of the socialist
6

camp in socialist revolution and socialist construction, in
ideological and political work and in unity and co-operation. New progress has also been made by the fraternal
Parties in the capitalist countries in the struggle against
revisionism and right-wing renegades, in the work of
consolidating their own ranks, defending the MarxistLeninist unity of the Party and increasing its militant
strength, and in the work of establishing close ties with
the workers, peasants and the rest of the broad masses of
the labouring people.
It is clear that, to wage a joint struggle against imperialism for the corunon cause of the proletariat of the
whole world, the unity and solidarity of the Communist
Parties in all countries on the basis of Marxism-Leninism
is of special importance. Brother Parties should strength-

en their mutual contacts. AIl talk and action that go
against this unity and solidarity bre harmful, they must

be resolutely opposed.
The truth of the judgment made in the Declaration
that the main danger at present is revisionism, that is,
right-wing opportunism, has also been conflrmed by the
facts. On a series of fundamental questions, the Programme of the League of Communists of Yugoslavia
recently approved by its Seventh Congress betrays the
principles of Marxism-Leninism, sets itself against the
Declaration of the meeting of representatives of the
Communist and Workers' Parties of the socialist countries,
and turns against the Peace Manifesto adopted by the
meeting of representatives of 64 Communist and Workers'
Parties, which bears the signature of the representative
of the League of Communists of Yugoslavia. Just as the
Congress of the League of Communists of Yugoslavia has
the right to adopt its programme, so the Communist
7

Parties of other countries have the right, as well as the
obligation, to criticize and repudiate this revisionist programme in their effort to preserve the purity of MarxismLeninism.
This programme of the League of Communists of
Yugoslavia asserts, on the one hand, that "the swelling
wave of state-capitalist tendencies in the capitalist world
is the most obvious proof that mankind is indomitably
moving into the era of socialism through a wide variety
of different roads," and that the state apparatus in the
capitalist world is "a regulator in the sphere of labour
and property relationships, of social rights and social
services and other social relations," which tends increasingly "to restrict the role of private capital" and "deprive
the owners of private capital of certain independent
functions in the economy and in the society.T' On the
other hand, the Programme of the League of Communists
of Yugoslavia describes ownership by the whole people,
that is, ownership by the state, in the socialist countries
as "state capitalism," and they hold that it is directly from
the foundation of this so-called "state capitalism" that
"bureaucracy and bureaucratic-statist deformities" are
produced. In this way the Programme smears socialism
and glorifies capitalism, smears the proletarian dictatorship and glorifies the bourgeois dictatorship.
The Programme of the League of Communists of
Yugoslavia holds that "factors of socialism" are taking
shape in the ,capitalist countries and that provided the
working class "exercises incessant pressure" on the bourgeois state apparatus and strives to "win a decisive
influence" in it, it will be possible to "secure the development of socialism." Here, in an attempt to sap the
revolutiondry energy of the working class in capitalist

I

countries, the Programme spreads the erroneous view that
there is no need to carry out the proletarian revolution,
no need to smash the capitalist state rnachine, no need to
set up a proletarian dictatorship.
The ieading group of the League of Communists of
Yugoslavia claim to be standing outside the socialist camp
and the imperialist camp. In fact this is not so; they
have always directed the spearhead of their attack against
the socialist camp headed by the Soviet lJnion, but have
not dared to touch U.S. imperialism in the least. They
describe the two fundamentally different world economicpolitical systems, the socialist camp and the imperialist
camp, as a "division of the world into two antagonist
military-political blocs" and do their utmost to smear the
socialist camp and glorify the imperialist camp. It should
be pointad out that quite a number of countries, though
thcy are not socialist countries, have adopted the policy
of neutrality which opposes war and supports peace. This
is of positive significance to the maintenance of world
peace; it is opposed by the aggressive imperialist forces,
but has the sympathy of the peace-Ioving peoples of all
countries. On the other hand, the so-called position
outside the blocs advocated by the leading group of the
League of Communists of Yugoslavia, which aims at
disrupting the solidarity of the socialist countries, caters
to the poiicy of the imperialists headed by the United
States against communism, against the Soviet Union and
the socialist camp. That is why it is applauded and
rewarded by the U.S. imperialists.
The Programme of the League of Communists of
Yugoslavia quotes some phrases of Marxism-Leninism just
to disguise itself with a cloak of Marxism-Leninism and
thus rrmke it easier to deceive others. In method of

thinking, the Programme substitutes for revolutionary
materialistic dialectics a sophistry which turns the facts
upside down and conJuses right with wrong; politically'
ifsubstitutes the reactionary theory of the state standing
the state,
above classes for the Marxist-Leninist theory of

for revolutionary
political economy' it

and, reactionary bourgeois nationalism

proletarian internationalism; in
iefends monopoly capital and obscures the fundamental
differences between capitalism and socialism' The Yugoslav revisionists betray the Marxist-Leninist theories
proconcerning the class struggle of the pnoletariat' the
and
letarian revolution and thl proletarian dictatorship,
doctrine
thus completely forsake the Marxist-Leninist
about the political party of the proletariat' In a wild
attempt to undermine and disintegrate the Communist
of
Parties of various countries, they propagate a series
Comabsurdities which deny the leading role of the
construcsocialist
and
munist Party in socialist revolution
the
tion, attack the Communist and' Workers' Parties in in
Parties
Communist
socialist countries, and slander the
the capitalist countries as "ceasing to act as a revolutionary creative factor and motive power of social
development in their respective countries'"
This out-and-out revisionist programme is put forward
for the purpose of splitting the international communist
*orr"*"nt. It is propounded at the very time when the
general crisis of capitalism is deepening and when the
ievisionist harangues of the right-wing socialists are daily
losing their paralysing effect on the working class and
the labouring masses' That is why the service renderec'
by this Programme to imperialism, especially U'S' im
plrialism, is tantamount to "sending it a present of flrewood in cold weather'"
10

The Eighth National eongress of the Chinese eommrlnist Party at its Second Session considers as basically
correct and necessary the criticism made in 1948 by the
Information Bureau of the Communist and Workers'
Parties in its resolution "Concerning the Situation in the
Communist Party of Yugostravia" in regard to the fact
that the Yugoslav Communist Party departed from the
principles of Marxism-Leninism and took the wrong road
of bourgeois nationalism, although there were defects
and mistakes in the methods adopted at that time in
dealing with this issue. Our Party agreed with and supported that criticism. The second resolution concerning
the Yugoslav Communist Party adopted by the Information Bureau of the Communist and Workers' Parties in
1949, however', was incorrect and it was later withdrawn
by the Communist Parties which took part in the Information Bureau meeting. Since 1954, the Central Committee
of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union headed by
Comrade N. S. Khrushchov initiated improvement of
relations with Yugoslavia and has adopted a series of
measures to this end. This was entirely necessary and
correct. This initiative of the Communist Party of the
Soviet Union had the approval of aU socialist countries
and the Communist Parties of various countries. We also
rook similar steps to those of the Soviet Union and established relations between China and Yugoslavia and between the Chinese and Yugoslav Parties. Starting from
the desire for unity, the Comrnunist Party of the Soviet
[Jnion and some other Communist Parties concerned
lYtade necessary self-,criticism of past defects in their relaiions with Yugoslavia. In ord.er to improve relations
with the League of Communists of Yugoslavia, the Communist Parties of various countries have since then made
11

their best efforts, waiting patiently for the leaders of the
League of Communists of Yugoslavia to return to the
stand. of Marxism-Leninism. But the leaders of lhe League
of Communists of Yugoslavia have completely ignoled
the well-intentioned efforts of the communist Parties of
various countries; they have failed to realize their own
mistakes and have not madc any self-criticism' I'urthermore, they have continuously attackcd ancl slirndct'ed the
socialist countries and the communist Parl"ics of various
countries, and have gone so far as to echo the altacks of
the imperialists against the socialist camp and the
international communist movement. They played the
inglorious role of provocateur and interventionist in the
counter-revolutionary uprising in Hungary. Their schemes
failed only because the leading comrades of the Hungarian

Socialist Workers' Party consistently maintained a
principled and correct attitude during and after suppressing the counter-revolutionary uprising. And now,
when the Moscow meetings have strengthened the
solidarity of the Communist Parties of various countries,
they display a stubborn anti-Marxist-Leninist standpoint
in their Programme and intensive hostiiity towards the
socialist countries and the Communist Parties of various
countries. There is no doubt that by this stand and
conduct, the Yugoslav leaders have alienated themselves
from the ranks of the international communist movement'
This is in no way in the interests of the true Communists
of Yugoslavia and of the Yugoslav people.
The Eighth National Congress of the Chinese Communist Party at its Second Session fu1ly endorses the
decision of the Party's Central Committee not to send a
delegation, but only an observer to be present at the
Seventh Congress of the League of Communists of
t2

Yugoslavia. It is the unanimous opinion of the Congress
l,hab a

resolute struggle rnust be waged against the modern

levisionism which has emerged in the international
communist movement. It is the sacred duty of our Party
towards the international working class to work, together
with the fraternal Parties, for the complete deleat of
modern revisionism politically and theoretically, and for
the safeguarding of Marxism-Leninism and the unity of
the international ,communist movement on the basis of
Marxist-Leninist ideology.
The Eighth National Congress of the Chinese Communist Party, at its Second Session, expresses full confidence that the cause of peace, democracy and socialism
will win through all obstacles to score fresh and still
gt't'ulcr vit't;<lrics throughout the world.

MODERN REVISIONISM MUST BE R,EPUDIATED
"Rerumln Ribao" (Peoyile's Dat'ly) Edi'tort'al oJ

May 5,

7958

Today rnarks the 140th anniversary of the birth of
Karl lilur*, founder of scientific communism' Since
struggle
1844, Marxism has been carrying on a persistent
ideas
petty-bourgeois
against reactionary bourgeois and

description and against opportunist ideas of every
variety within the ranks of the international workers'
movement. Marxism has scored' one victory after another
has
in the struggle, because revolutionary practice
the
of
course
in
the
It
was
testifled to its correctness.
revoluproletarian
and
struggle in the era of imperialism
tion that Lenin developed Marxism and carried it forward
to a new stage, the stage of Leninism' Now the international workers' movement has placed before MarxismLeninism a new sacred task: to wage an irreconcilable
struggle against modern revisionism or neo-Bernsteinism'
This-ls a struggle between two fundamentally different
Iines: Marxism-Leninism versus anti-Marxism-Leninism'
a great struggle involving the success or failure of the
cause of
cause of the working class of the world and the
socialism.
The Seventh Congress of the League of Communists
of Yugoslavia which ended recently has adopted a "Draft
P.ogrl*me of the League of Communists of Yugoslavia"

of.t".y

which is an anti-Marxist-L,eninist, out-and-out revisionist
plogramme. To sum it up briefly, the draft programme
substitutes sophistry for revolutionary materialistic
dialectics in method of thinking; politically, it substitutes
the reactionary theory of the state standing above classes
for the Marxist-Leninist theory of the state, and reactionary bourgeois nationalism for revolutionary proletarian internationalism; in political economy, it defends
monopoly capital and tries to obscure the fundamental
differences between the capitalist and socialist systems.
The draft programme openly betrays the basic principles
of Marxism-Leninism, sets itself against the Declaration
of the meeting of representatives of the Communist
ancl Workers' Parties of socialist countries held in Moscow
lirsl, Novcmber', and at the same time turns against
thc "l)cirr:c Manilcsto" adoptcd by the meeting of represcntatives o[ 64 Communist and Workers' Parties,
errdorsed by the representatives of the League of Communists of Yugoslavia themselves. The draft programme
brands a1I the basic principles of revolutionary theory
established by Marx and Engels and developdd by Lenin
and other great Marxists as "dogmatism," and the leaders
of the League of Communists of Yugoslavia call themselves "irreconcilable enemies of any dogmatism."
What are the most fundamental things in the "dogmatism" which the leaders of the League of Communists
of Yugoslavia have chosen to attack? They are proletarian revolution and proletarian dictatorship. But as
everybody knows without proletarian revolution and
proletarian dictatorship there can be no socialism. The
Draft Programme of the League of Communists of Yugoslavia ,centres its attacks on proletarian revolution and
proletarian dictatorship, besmirches the socialist state and
15
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the socialist camp, and gilds capitalism, the imperialist
camp. This car-rnot but give rise
to doubts about the "socialism" avowed by the leaders
of the League of Communists of Yugoslavia.
Speaking like the reactionaries of all countries and
the Chinese bourgeois rightists, the leading group of
the League of Communists of Yugoslavia viciously
slanders proletarian dictatorship, alleging that it "leads
to bureaucratism, the ideology of etatism, separation of
the leading political forces from the working masses,
stagnation, the deformation of socialist development, and
state and the imperialist

the sharpening of internal differences and contradictions."
They maliciously slander the socialist camp, alleging that
it also has a policy of "positions of strength and struggle
for hegernony." They describe the two fundamentally
different world. politico-economic systems, the socialist
camp and the imperialist camp, as "division of the world
into two antagonistic militarv-political blocs'" They
represent themselves as standing otttside the "trvo blocs"
of socialism and imperialism, that is, standing in a socalled position beyond the blocs. They hold that the
U.S.-dominated United Nations can "bring about greater
and greater unification of the world," that economic cooperation of aII countries of the worId, in'cluding the imperialist countries, is "an integral part of the socialist
road to the development of world e'conomy." They
maintain that "the swelling flow of state-capitalist
tendencies in the capitalist world is the most tangible
proof that mankind is irrepressibly and bv the most
diverse roads deeply entering into the epoch of socialism."
These propositions cannot but call to mind the levisionist
preachings about "evolutionary socialism," "ttltra-imperialism," "organized capitalism," "the peaceful growing
16

ol capitalism into socialism," etc. made by such right-wing
socialists in the late 19th century and early 20th century,
as Bernstein, Kautsky, Hilferding and their ilk, which
were intended to lure the working class in the various
capitalist countries to abandon revolutionary struggle for
socialism and uphold bourgeois rule. Now, the preachings
of the leaders of the League of Communists of Yugoslavia
also contain a preposterous design against the working
class and other labouring people of various countries, that
is, to lure the workers and other labouring people to take
the road of surrender to capitalism. In his speech delivered
at Pula in November 1956, Tito, Ieader of the League of
Communists of Yugoslavia, said: "What is actually invo.lvcd is whether the new trend wiII triumph in the
(lommuni.s[ parl,ics
the trend which really began in
- said: "It is a question now whether
Yugoslavia." IIc also
editor R. R.)
this coursc (the so-called Yugoslav course
- course will
will be victorious or whether the Stalinist
prevail again. Yugoslavia must not concentrate on herself,
she must work in all directions." These words fulIy expose
vi'hat their true ambition is.
It is no accident that the Draft Programme of the
League of Communists of Yugoslavia has appeared at
the present time. Since the Great October Socialist
Revolution, the international communist movement has
achieved a series of great historic victories, the socialist
system has been successfultry established among a popula-

tion of 900 million and more, and the general crisis of
capitalism has broadened out greatly, with the imperialist
countries headed by the United States experiencing a new
and profound cyclical economic crisis. Therefore the
imperialists, led by the United States, are stepping up
lheir sabotage against the international communist move17

ment. There are only two methods to which the bour-

working people in general. They deny the historical neces-

geoisie has resorted to undermine the workers' movement
suppression by brute force and deceit. In the present
-new international
situation, when the revisionist ha-

sity for a proletarian revolution and the dictatorship
of the proletariat during the period of transition from
capitalism to socialism, deny the leading role of the

rangues of the right-wing socialists are daily losing their
paralysing effect on the working class and the labouring
masses, the programme put forward by the Y'ugoslav revisionists fits in exactly with the need of the imperialists,
and particularly the American imperialists.
In his speech "On the Correct Handling of Contradictions Among the People," Comrade Mao Tse-tung said:
"Revisionism, or rightist opportunism, is a bourgeois trend
of thought which is even more dangerous than doctrinairism. The revisionists, or right opportunists, pay lip
service to Marxism and also attack 'doctrinairism.' But
the real target of their attack is actually the most fundamental elements of Marxism." Facts have proven that
what Comrade Mao Tse-tung says here is not only directed
to the situation in our country, but also fits the international situation weIl.
The Declaration of the meeting of the representatives
of the Communist and Workers' Parties of socialist countries says: "The main danger at present is revisionism
or, in other words, right-wing opportunism, which as a
manifestation of bourgeois ideology paralyses the revolu-

tionary energy of the working class and demands
the preservation or restoration of capitalism." It further
points out with special emphasis: "Modern revisionism
seeks to smear the great teaching of Marxism-Leninism,
declares that

it is 'outmoded' and alleges that it has lost

its significance for social progress. The revisionists try
to exorcize the revolutionary spirit of Marxism, to undermine faith in socialism among the working class and the
1B

Marxist-Leninist party, reject the principles of proletarian
internationalism, and call for rejection of the Leninist
principles of party organization and, above aII, of demo,cratic centralism, and for transforming the Communist
party from a militant revolutionary organization into
some kind of debating society." The Declaration clearly
depicts the true face of the modern revisionists. The
content of the Draft Programme of the League of Communists of Yugoslavia shows that face precisely.
It is quite obvious that the series of anti-MarxistLcninist and out-and-out revisionist views assembled in
thc Dralt Programme of the League of Communists of
Yugoslavia must be openly and uncompromisingly criticized and repudiated. If theoretical criticism of the revisionism of Bernstein and Kautsky and their ilk, by the
Marxists of the late 19th and early 20th centuries was inevitable, then it is even more necessary for us to repudiate
neo-Bernsteinism now. This is because modern revisionism is set forth as a comprehensive and systematic
programme by the leading group of a party that wields
state power; because modern revisionism is aimed at
splitting the international communist movement and undermining the solidarity of the socialist countries, and
is directly harmful to the fundamental interests of the
Yugoslav people.
We consider as basically correct the criticism madb
in June 1948 by the Information Bureau of Communist
Parties in its resolution "Concerning the Situation in the
(lommunist Party of Yugoslavia" in regard to the mistake
19

dealing with this question' The resolution
adopted by the Information Bureau
Yugoslavia
concerning
incorrect and it was later withwas
1949
in Novemter
Commu
drar,vn by the
part in the Informa
the Soviet Union and
have done their utmost and taken various measures to
improve their relations with Yugoslavia' This was entirely correct and necessary. The Communist Parties
of various countries have adopted an attitude of waiting
Bureau

in

countries' Around the time
of the Hungar:ian events, they tried to disrupt the unity
of the countries in the socialist camp on the pretext of
so-called "opposition to Stalinisrrr"; during the Hungarian
events, they supported the renegade Nagy clique; and, in
their recent Congress, they have gone further and put
and the Communists of other

abandoning the fundamental viewpoints
20

of

Marxism-

Lcninism and persisting in revisionist viewpoints? Can
there be a basis for soiidarity without a common MarxistLeninist viewpoint? Will it be in the interests of the
Yugoslav people to reject friendship with the countries
in the socialist camp and with the Communist Parties of
other countries?
We deem it absolutely necessary to distinguish between right and wrong on vital questions in the international workers' movement. As Lenin said: "A policy
based on principle is the only correct policy." The world
is now at a new historic turning point with the east wind
prevailing over the west wind. The struggle between
the Marxist line and the revisionist line is nothing but a
reflection of the sharpening struggle between the rising
r:lass lorccs and the moribund class forces in society, a
t'olltr:tion of thc sharpening struggle between the impclial isL world and the socialist world. It is impossible
[or: any Marxist-Leninist to escape this struggle. Historical
developments will testify ever more clearly to the great
signiflcance of this struggle for the international communist movement!

too far" to deal with the Yugoslav
revisionists in this way? Might it not have some unfavourable effect on the international workers' movement and
the struggle for peace? These are questions that have to
be answered.
Some people may think that even if the Yugoslav programme is revisionist and beneflts the imperialists, it is
best not to say so clearly to avoid pushing the leading
group of the Yugoslav League of Communists to the side
of the imperialists. But the fact that the Yugoslav programme represents modern revisionism and helps the
imperialists, particularly the U.S. imperialists, is determined not by any criticism from any quarter, but by the
pl'()llrarrlm,L\ itscl[', which is an objective fact. When the
Iciulirrg gr'ou[) ol. l,hc Yugoslav Communist League was
<lruwing up l.ltcil pt'ogramme, nobody accused them of
bcing modcrn revisionists or prejudged that they would
bring forth a document which is such an omnibus of
revisionism and l,evels such attacks on the socialist camp
and provides such a shieLd for U.S. imperialism. On the
contrary, even when the leading group of the Yugoslav
Communist League refused to participate in the Moscow
meeling of the Communist and Workers' Parties of the
socialist countries and came out in the open against the
Declaration adopted by this meeting, the Communist and
Workers' Parties of the socialist countries still maintained
friendly relations with the Yugoslav Communist League
and did not enter into argument with it. But ali this
did not prevent the Yugoslav Communist L,eague from
bringing up and adopting its revisionist programme.
When the Yugoslav programme patently betrays the'basic
principles of Marxism-Leninism, what is the. result other
than damage to the political consciousness of the working

But is

MODERN REVISIONISM MUST BE FOUGIIT
TO THE END
"Rentmin Ribao" Editoriat on June 4,7958

The Second Session of the Eighth National Congress of
the Chinese Communist Party, in the light of the new
situation in the international communist movement'

ciples of Marxism-Leninism and oppose modern revisionism." "It is the sacred duty of our Party towards the
international working class to work, tog'ether with the
fraternal Parties, for the complete defeat of modern
and for the
revisionism poli

of
international co

safeguarding

e unitY of th'e
the basis of

Marxist-Leninist ideology." Now the fight against
modern revisionism, as represent'ed by the programme of
, but
the League of Communists
nism
this is only the beginning.
fight
completely, both politicall
must be carried through to the very end'
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it not "going
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class and the labouring people

i{ you do not call the pro-

gramme revisionist? When the programme of lhe Yugoslav Communist League and the rvords and deeds of its
leading group in fact help the U.S. imperialists, and when
even imperialist journals in the United States declat'c' in
no uncertain terms that "Tito's interests, as it happens,
run parallel to ours for quite a stretch ahead" and that
"we are partners in the only inside job," what. is the
purpose other than to Iet Dulles and company laugh up
their sleeves if you do not say they are scrving the
imperialists?
The fundamental Marxist-Leninist approach is to see
all things for what they really are. We do not favour
painting the programme of th,e Yugoslav Communist
League and its Ieading group worse than they are, nor
do we have the duty or right to portray them better than
they are. It was from this standpoint that the Renmin
Ribao editorial of May 5 and the resolution of the Eighth
National Congress of the Chinese Communist Party
(Second Session) stated and repeated that, on the one
hand, the resolution concerning the Yugoslav Communist
Party adopted by the Information Bureau of Communist
and Workers' Parties in November 1949 was wrong and
there were defects and mistakes in the methods used
by the Information Bureau in June 1948 in criticizing the
Yugoslav Communist Party, and it was entirely necessary
and correct that since 1954 the Central Committee of the
Communist Party of the Soviet Union headed by Comrade
N. S. Khrushchov corrected these mistakes, initiated improvement of relations with Yugoslavia and adopted a
whole series of measures to this end; while on the other
hand, the criticism of the mistakes of the Yugoslav Communist Party made'by the Information Bureau in its 1948
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resolution was basicaliy correct and necessary. It is unfortunate that the criticism which was necessary and
basically correct should have been marred by defects and
mistakes in the methods employed; this should be taken
as a lesson. But despite an inconsistency between form
and content, Marxist-Leninists must of course distinguish
between right and wrong on their merits and above all
take content into account. The question now is that after
the Communist Party of the Soviet Union and other Communist Parties concerned took positive steps to eliminate
alt the defects and mistakes, the leading group of the
Yugoslav Communist League'is trying to take advantage
of the 1949 mistake and the mistakes in methods employed
in l94tt to lepudiate completely all that was correct in
l,lrt. l1)41| cril,icism and long after the Communist Parties
ol' :rll t:ounl,r'ics had stoppcd mentioning the 1948 resolu1,ion, tlrcy launchcd unbridlcd atlacks on this resolution
at thc Lcaguo's Congrcss. As it is, we cannot help but
takc another Iook at what was said after all in the 1948
resolution.
Just see for yourself! This resolution criticized the
leadership of the Yugoslav Communist Party lor having
"pursued an incorrect line which represents a departure
1'r'om Marxism-Leninism," and declared that "the leaders
of the Communist Party of Yugoslavia have taken a stand
unworthy of Communists, and have begun to identify the
foreign policy of the Soviet Union with the foreign policy
of the imperialist powers, behaving towards the Soviet
Union in thesame manner as they behave to the bourgeois
states"; that "the leaders of the Communist Party of
Yugoslavia are departing from the positions of the working class and are breaking with the Marxist theory of
classes and class struggle"; and that "the leadership of the
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Comrnunist Party of Yugoslavia is revising the MarxistLeninist teachings about the Party." Are not these the
facts? Has not the Ieading group of the Yugoslav Communist League,by its own deeds over the past ten years
provided additional evidence as to the correctness of this
resolution? On such a serious question, can th,ey prove
themselves right by repeating "any expectation in any
quarter that we shall renounce our principled stands both
in international and in internal matters, is only a loss of
time"? It can be seen from this that it does not help the
Yugoslav revisionists to attack the Communist Parties
of various countries by using the 1948 resolution of the
Information Bureau; it cannot pr,evail over the criticism
against the leading group of the Yugoslav Communist
League, but can only overwhelm the leaders of the Yugoslav League of Communists themselves.
Up to the present, the Yugoslav revisionists have not
yet made any serious reply to the criticisms expressed by
the Communist Parties of various countries, nor can they
do so. One of their favourite weapons is to describe this
criticism as "interference in internal affairs." This, of
course, in no sense represents a serious attitude. For
Marxist-Leninists to flght the anti-Marxist-Leninist trend
of revisionism is not only unavoidable but a matter of
duty. Waging this ideological struggle has nothing to do
with wheth,er the countries concerned are large or small,
or with whether the Parties concerned are in power or
not. Even where Marxist-Leninists are still a small group
under the oppression of reactionary rulers, nobody can
deprive them of their right to carry on such ideological
struggle. Nor has such ideological struggle any relation
whatsoever to interference in the internal affairs of other
countries, by force or by underhand means, or to so-called
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big-nation chauvinism and hegemony. To employ such
nllegations in order to shift the ground of the argument,
and to resort to sophistry and slander is ludicrous. And it
is doubly so for the leading group of the Yugoslav Communist League to hurl charges of so-caIled interference
in internal affairs. Is it not the Yugoslav Communist
League which, in its programme, started talking at length
about the internal policies of all the socialist countries
(which are also "binding" on them alone) and pinned a
series of malicious labels on them? Since the Yugoslav
Communist League maintains that "Yugoslavia must not
concentrate on herself," why should other countries concentrate on themselves alone? Why should the smaller
s,ocialist sl,ates neighbouring on Yugoslavia, such as A1bani:r and Hungary, find that even th,eir right to concenlr'ate on l,honrselvcs is inlringed upon by Yugoslavia?
What curious logic! Some people behave as if they could,
like the magistrate in the Chinese saying, set houses on
flre while forbidding ordinary folk to light lamps. But a
rebuff brings immediate whines about "unequal positions".
Enough of this!
The Yugoslav revisionists have yet another miserable
weapon
they say the sort of things they are doing
- going on for a long time, why should they
have been
be
criticized for them now? True, enough, the revisionist
standpoint of the leading group of the Yugoslav Communist League has long been there, and that in fact was
the basis of th,e 1948 resolution of the Information
Bureau. Ilowever, at that time the leading group of the
Yugoslav Communist League had no,t yet systematized its
revisionist views. Nor did it, after the socialist countries
resumed relations with Yugoslavia, state them as systematically as it has now done. From 1954 to the time preced27

gue of Communists
of various countries

r

waYS, argued witl-r

the leading group of the Yugoslav Communist League'
As is generally known, these arguments reached a climax
after the 1956 counter-revolutionary uprising in Hungary'
Although the arguments failed to change its stand, the
Communist League releading g
end the argument and
peatedly
endlY relations with the
to mainta
socialist countries and the Cornmunist Parties of the
various countries. In November 1957, though it did
not participate in the Moscow meeting of the Communist Parties of the socialist countries, the leading
group of the Yugoslav Communist League joined in the
meeting of the 64 Communist and Workers' Parties

and in the Peace Manifesto. AIl this for a time

made the Communist Parties of various countries rather
hopeful. But the leading group of the Yugoslav Communist League once more broke faith and returned
evil for good. Unilaterally it scrapped the agreements
between the Soviet Union and Yugoslavia reached in
the talks held in 1955, 1956 and 195? on expanding and
strengthening co-op,eration between Yugoslavia and the
socialist countries. Unitaterally it forsook the stand taken
on matters regarding principles in the international
situation expressed in the Peace Manifesto, and put
forward an out-and-out revisionist programme. Prior to
the Seventh Congress of the League of Communists of
Yugoslavia, the Communist Parties of some countries gave
comradely advice t'o the Yugoslav League of Communists
and suggested that the analysis of the international
situation contained in the draft programme, which
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obviously ran counter to Marxism-Leninism, b,e deleted.
'l'he Yugoslav League of Communists turned a deaf
ear to the basic points in this advice. So far from
heeding this advice, at their Congress then concentrated their attacks on the Soviet Union which had
given them generous fraternal aid and on the socialist
countries and the Communist Parties in various countries;
but they fawned on and servilely thanked U.S. imperialism, the most ferocious enemy of the people all over the
world. So it was only when th,eir prolonged efforts,
characterized by patience and magnanimity, proved fruitless, that the Communist Parties of various countries gave
this shameful band of renegades the count,er-blows it
dcserves. Now the leading group of the Yugoslav Communist Lcaguc blames others for not adopting a comradely al,til"ude to it nnd for failing to keep promises. Whom
is it trving to {oo1? What serious-minded person can
bear with such fooling?
Nowadays the most urgent task facing the people of
the world is the defence of peace. Will the fight against
the Yugoslav revisionists hamper the people's cause of
defending p,eace? The Neu: Yorl<, Times editorial of June
t helpfully provides us with an answer. It said: "IJnexpected and now unforeseedble deveLopments may produce
situations in the months ahead in which other Communistruled nations might rcquest our aid and in which it would
be desirable for us to grant such request.
Certainly
the news from Belgrade and Moscow in re,cent days suggests that the flexibility shown in the past in regard to
American aid to Yugoslavia was wise from the point of
view of our own interests." Those who do not see the
danger of Yugoslav revisionism should give careful attention to this. The United States expects the Yugoslav ex29

anrple to encourage new Nagys hidden in the Communist
Parties of the socialist countries, expects that these new
Nagys may perhaps bring about "unexpected and now unfores,eeable developments" "in the months ahead" and
mayseizepoliticalpowerand ask for U.S. aid as Yugoslavia has b,een doing. Although this is an illusion of the U.S.
imperialists, it is not difficult to see from it the part played
by Yugoslav revisionism in the U.S. imperialists'plans for
subversion and the significance'of the fight against Yugoslav revisionism for the cause of defending peace. At the
same time, it is not difficult to see the differenc,e between
Yugoslav revisionism and neutralism in general: ordinary
neutral countries cannot serve the purpos,e of subversion
which the United States requires, but often themselves
become the target of U.S. subversion. The flght against
Yugoslav revisionism is not only to draw a clear-cut line
between Marxism-Leninism and anti-Marxism-Leninism,
to let all supporters of socialism recognize the leading
group of the Yugoslav Communist League for what it is,
and so serve to consolidate the core'of the peace forces ---the socialist camp and the international workers' movement. It is also to let aI1 supporters of peace recognize

the imperialists, particularly the U.S. imperialists, for
what they are and see clearly where the danger of war
Iies. Naturally this is even more obviously in the interests

of

peace.

But to draw a dividing line does not mean breaking off
diplomatic re.lations. The leading group of the Yugoslav Communist League complains that to criticize its
servility to U.S. imperialism is to force it to sever diplomatic relations with the United States. This is simplv deliberate and dishonest confusion of two different things.
Similarly it is bluffing people by saying that the criticism
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o[ Yugoslav revisionism by the Communist Parties of the
socialist countries means a rep,etition of [he historv between 1948 and 1954 and a menace to the diplomatic
relations between these countries and Yugoslavia. But
this will frighten nobody. The post-1948 history will not
be repeaLed. If the true face of the Yugoslav revisionists
is recognized, their sabotage of the socialist camp and the
intern:rtional workers' movement can be stopped morc'
easily. To retur-n to the pre-l954 situation is not
right. At any rate, the working people of Yugoslavia
hope to take the socialist road and be friendly with
the peoples of the socialist countries. Since the socialist countries can maintain diplomatic relations with
capitalist countries, why cannot they maintain such relations with Yugos)avia? However, since the Yugoslav
Ieradcls lhemselves do not want fraternal relations with
the socialist countries, it is only natural that relations
between Yugoslavia and the socialist countries are levelled
down to ordinary diplomatic relations, and there is no
need for the Yugoslav leaders or anyone else to make a
fuss about it. The programme of the Yugoslav Communist League in many places shows that Yugoslavia supports peace. Although this does not show that the programme is Marxist, yet so long as Yugoslavia is willing
to do so, we believe the socialist countries will continue to
co-operate with it on the question of safeguarding peace,
just as they can co-operate on this question with some
capitaiist countries and certain political forces of the
bourgeoisie. In flghting against the opportunists, Lenin
once quoted this saying of Marx: "If you must.unite,
Marx wrote to the, party leaders, then enter into agreements to satisfy the practical aims of the movement, but
"do not allow any bargaining over principles, do not make

questions of theory." This teaching of
Marx and Lenin is our guide to action. We holcl that
modern revisionism must be fought to the end and there
can be no room for concession here'. But in the future it
will still be possible for the Federal People's Republic of
Yugoslavia and the socialist countries, or the League of
Communists of Yugoslavia and the Communist Parties of
various countries, 1e "enter into agreements." Whether
this "entering into agreements" will rcally take place and
what kind of "agreements" will be entered into depends
primarily on the future attitude of the Ieading group of
the League of Communists of Yugoslavia.
'concessions'

in

PRODUCT OF
YUGOSLAV REVISIONISM
IMPERIALIST POLICY
Chen Po-ta

Thc struggle of the Marxist-Leninist parties of all
countries against the revisionism of the Yugoslav
leading group headed by Tito is a big event in current
international affairs. The Tito group provoked it. The

pr'ogramme which it put lorward unleashed an aitack all
along thc linc against Marxism-Leninism and the socialist
camp headed by the Soviel" IJnion, in the belief that in
this way it could weaken the positions of MarxismLeninism and cause a spiit in the international communist
moyement. Marxist-Leninists had no choice but to accept
the challenge and have already begun to show the challengers that they are knocking their heads against a brick
wall. Contrary to the expectations of the Tito group, the
Communist Parties of all countries have shown great
solidarity in this struggle.
It is imperative that we examine this problem in the
international political and economic setting as a whole
and thus expose the very essence of the revisionism of
the Tito group.

This article appeared in the June 1 issue of Hongqi (The
Rcd Flae), fortnightly theoretical journal of the Central Comr-nittee

of the Chinese Communist Party.

The revisionisrn of the Tito group is in no way accidental; it is a product of the contemporary international class
struggle, a product of the policy of the contemporary
imperialists, in particular the U.S. imperialists, the fiercest
enemy of the people throughout the world.
The revisionism oI the p,eriod of the Second International, represented by Bernstein, also reflected the policy
of the bourgeoisie the imperialists. But the modern
replcsentcd by Tito differs
revisionisrn or neo-revisionism
Bernstein revisionism
in
its
function.
fr-om Bernstein's
appeared at the close of the 19th century, when imperialism was still a complete system holding sway
the world over, when there was as yet no state under
proletarian dictatorship. But what era are we living in
today? The great era of successful proletarian revolutions among a population of over 900 million and of
socialism established as a new world system, the era in
which the colonial system has already disintegrated or is
in process of disintegration, and the imperialist syst.em
is tottering;it is the great era, as Comrade Mao Tse-tung
has put it, of "the east wind prevailing over the west
wind." In this new era, the struggle between the socialist and the capitalist systems, between the proletariat
and the bourgeoisie in all lands, has become a flerce, lifeand-death struggle. This is what inevitably stamps
modern revisionism, that is, neo-revisionism, and gives it
new features.
Marx and Engels in their time repeatedly pointed out
that the British bourgeoisie used a small part of its
superprofits to maintain a group of aristocrats of labour. In
a letter to Marx, Engels once referred to "those very worst
English trade unions which allow theinselves to be led
by men sold to, or at least paid by the middle class." It
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is well known that Lenin

in the course of the relent-

less battle he rvaged against revisionism, opportunism, refolmism, social chauvinism and social imperialism
time and again referred to this view of Marx and Engels
and added new evidence to substantiate it. l,enin said:
"Objectively the opportunists are a section of the petty
bourgeoisie and of certain strata of the working class who
have be,en bribed out ,of imperialist superprofits and converted into watchdogs of capitalism and corrupters of the
labour movement."
How does the situation stand today? Since the working class has seized state power in many countries, the
imperialists have found that it is not sufficient to buy
over traitors to the working class within their own countries. Besides continuing the policy of bribery in their
own counLries, lhe imperialists, with the U.S. imperialists
in the lead, are at the same time doing their best to flnd
in some socialist countries bourgeois nationalist elements
and unstable persons and buy th,em over and make them
tools to undermine the proletarian dictatorship, the socialist system, the international communist movement and
the unity of the socialist countries. That being the case
the U.S. imperialists have picked on the leading group of
Yugoslavia, and carried out a policy of buying it off at a
high price.
According to figures published in the newspapers and
periodicals of the United States and Yugoslavia, between
1945 and 1957 the United States extend,ed over U.S.$1,700
million in economic aid to the leading group of Yugoslavia; of which over $1,000 million were given after
1949. In addition, according to Associated Press reports,
the United States gave Yugoslavia more than $1,000 million in military aid from 1950 to 1957. This is apart from
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an estimated $300 million of economic aid received by
Yugoslavia from other capitalist countries. So all in all,
the aid given to the leading group of Yugoslavia by the
whole capitalist world headed bv the United States
arnounted to about $3,000 million'
In his report to the Seventh Congress of the League
of Communists of Yugoslavia, Tito disclosed that U'S'
aid made, up 4 per cent of Yugoslavia's national income.
It can be estimated from this figure that U.S. aid accounts
for a very large proportion of Yugoslavia's national
budget, probably amounting to about 20 per cent.
The stark fact is that the Yugoslav leading group
headecl by Tito not only lives on its own people' but on a
Iarge amount of U.S. aid. At the same time, the socalled "American way of life" of which the U'S. imperialists boast of so loudiy has also been imported into
Yugoslav society by means of U.S. aid, with the purpose
of corrupting the Yugoslav people.
A report published in The Washt'ngton Post and Tirnes
Herald, of June 6, 1957 says, "Instalment-p1an buying of
American-style electrical gadgets is changing the Yugoslavs from Communists to capitalists, says Pittsburgh's
G.O.P. Congressman James F. Fulton, heretofore bitter
foe of United States policy toward Marshal Tito of YuHe
goslavia. He has just returned from Tito-Iand.
said: 'The May Day parade had a real American look,
American tanks, American equipment. There's tremenamong the people, Ameridous American influence
cans are the most popular of aII nationalities.' "
On May 2, 1958, Reuter's correspondent sent a long
report from Belgrade in which he said'that the Yugoslav
press ten years ago was "just as dull and doctrinaire as
Praud,ct." But "nowadays, it often tries to be as racy as
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thc American tabloids." "Marxist eyebrows are often
raised by 'cheesecake' photographs and the Americanangled features which regularly appear in the Yugoslav
newspapers." "The Yugoslav reader is offered a liberal
spread of 'human stories,' including frank and often gory
details of crime and disaster." Ail this shows that some
leading Yugoslav newspapers have been turned into
instruments of publicity for the "American way of Iife."
Man's social being determines his consciousness. It
is precisely the import of large quantities of U.S. aid and
the "American way of life" that has wrought a change
in the consciousness of the Yugoslav leading group, caused
revisionist ideology, to grow up in its midst, and de'termined iLs internal and external policies which are directed
irgirinst l,Irc SovieL Union, against communism, against the
socialisL camp and against socialism in its own country.
WhaL :rre the main points in the revisionism and the
domestic and foreign policies of the leading group in Yugoslavia headed by Tito, as expressed in the programme
of the League of Cornmunists of Yugoslavia?

1. With regard to the over-all political struggle in
the wor1d, the Tito group sets forth views which are
diametrically opposed to those in the Declaration of
the Moscow rneeting of the Communist and Workers'
Parties of the socialist countries. It denies that the most
fundamental feature of the present world situation is the
counterposing of two different social, political and economic world systems and of the two camps arising from
these two different systems. It rejects the point made in
the Declaration that "in our epoch world development is
determined by the course and results of the competition
between two diametrically opposed social systems." It
completely confuses the differences between the two
nt

socialism and
fundamentall;r different social systems
diffundamentally
and d.escribes these two
capitalism
socialist
the
fer,ent world e'conomic-political systems,
camp and the imperialist camp, as "the division of the
world into antagonistic military-political b1ocs," and it
holds that "the division of the world into antagonistic
military-political blocs also led to the economic division
and thus obstructs the process of the
of the world
integration of the world and impedes the social pt'ogless
of mankind." According to the' sophistrv of Lhe 'Iittr
group, the world, or the world economy, was originally
i111psrialism; as
united under the system of capitalism
split into blocs
never
had
countries
capitalist
though the
from the inarising
world
supremacy,
cont,ending for
superprofits;
for
its
drive
in
terests of monopoly capital
in lifeengaged
never
had
as though monopoly capital
world.
of
the
and-death global wars for the re-division
way
that
the
The Tito group does not in any way believe
out for humanity lies in the ultimate replacement of the
capitalist system by the socialist system. Its proposal is
for the United Nations, which is dorninated by U.S. imperialism, to "encourage and promote comprehensive cooperation and closer connections between peoples, in
short, to assist efforts towards achieving a fuller unity of
the world."
What kind of "unity" is the so-called "unity of the
world" that is to be promoted through the U.S'-dominated
United Nations? Isn't this unity which the Tito group
hankers after a unity in which U.S. imperialism s'ee'ks to
dominate the world?
2. The Tito group declares that it does not belong
to the camp of socialism. It brags about a so-called position of "standing above bIocs."
3B

What is it a1i about, after all? The facts have shown:
(1) that its purpose in staying outside the socialist camp
headed by the Soviet Union and outside'the ranks of the
internat.ional proletariat is nothing less than substituting
reactionary bourgeois nationalism for revolutionary proletarian internationalism; and (2) that its so-called position of "standing above blocs" is nothing but an adaptation to the requirements of the imperialist bloc.
3. On the question of war or peace, Marxists have
always held that the root cause of modern wars is monopoly capitalism, i.e., imperialism, and that the socialist
countries and the Communist Parties of all countries are
the core of the forces defending world peace. But the
Tilo grotrp dirccts th,e spearhead of its attack against the
sor:iirlisl, camp ht:aded bv the Soviet Union and acts as an
rrpologist ftlr Ll.rc war policy of the imperialist camp. Tito
lrir-rrsclf has dcclared: "Owing to Stalin's inflexible and
uncalled for threatening foreign policy, se,eing that they
rvould be unable to accomplish their aims by diplomatic
means, the big Western powers decided they would be
able to do so by displaying force. This was the basic
reason for the formation of the Atlantic Pact, for the creation of a military bloc. ." (Tito's report to the Seventh
Congress of the League of Communists of Yugoslavia.)
Apparently the Tito group is trying to lead up to such an
absurd, ultra-reactionary conclusion as this: that the danger of war arises not from the imperialist system and the
imperialist camp headed. by tl-re United States but from
the socialist systern and the socialist camp headed by the
Soviet Union.
4. As scientiflcally analysed by Lenin, imperialism
is the last stage of capitalism and, with it, mankind has
cntered the era of proletarian nevolution. Since the Octo39

ber Revolution, the proletarian revolution has triumphed
in a number of countries. But imperialism is not yet

in which mankind is I
tian anything else, the age
and strengthening of new

Y, more
forming
cultural
forms based on socialist economic relationships'" From
this it comes to the conclusion that "socialist thinking is
no longer primarily concerned with questions relating to
the overthrow of the o1d, capitalist system'" In other
words, the problem of destroying the capitalist system in
various countries of the world no longer exists, the theory
of prol.etarian revolution is "outmoded," and it has become
.roit l.rg but a figment of the thinking of so-called "dogmatists."
5. Accorcling to Lenin, monopoly capitalism "introduces everywhere the striving for domination, not for
freedom. The r,esult is reaction a1I along the line, whatage
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the forms of state capitalism, and state capitalism in these
countries is in fact, "socialism." In the capitalist countries,
it says, "the state increasingly controls the activities of
capital, partially restricting the right of private management of capitalist property and depriving the owners of
private capital of certain independent functions in the
economy and in society." "In certain flelds of activity the
top monopoly circles are steadily losing their former completely independent roIe, while some functions of the
rnonopolies are increasingly being transferred upon the
state." "The state assumes an important role in the economy." "The role of the state as that of a regulator in the
sphere of labour and property relationships, of social
righls and sociirl sctvices and other social relations also
11r'0ws."

So luns llrc cxlraordinalv argument of the Tito group:
the state erpparatus of monopoly capital does not serve
monopoly capital; it stands above classes and is fulflIling
the task of expropriating monopoly capital.
6. Thus, the Tito group maintains that the working
class in the capitalist countries can "make'the state apparatus serve the society" without having to smash the
bourgeois state apparatus. The task of the working class
in the capitalist countries is thus confin,ed to "winning
decisive influence in state power and gradualty
in keeping with its political strength
sgsuring development
of

socialism."
7. Since th,e Tito group glorifles bourgeois dictatorship in every way, it is no wonder that it exerts itself to
smear proletarian dictatorship. Speaking like all reactionaries, it alleges that proletarian dictat,orship must incvitably l,ead to "bureaucracy" and "bureaucratic statism."
4L

L Marxists maintain that there are two folms of

socialist ownership, i.e., ownership by the whole people
and collective ownership, and that ownership by the whole
ialist ownershiP' But the
bY the whole PeoPle, i'e',
countries as ".state caPitalism" and "the last echo of old social relations." S<lcialist
economy, it says, comprises only two kinds of owncrship
ownership" and "personal ownership'" By
-'ssollsgfive
"collective owner'ship" it means allowing the direct
producers to "make decisions pertaining to the creation
and the total distribution of products." The group further
alleges that "private land holding" is "a component part
of large-scale socialist agricultural production," and that
small proprietors also represent "a component part of the
socio-economic forces of socialism."
In short, the Tito group describes state capitalism in
ership
the capitalist countries
"state
peoPle
i
whole
the
by
latter'
for
It
is
capitalism."
above
"socialism" of the Tit
the
above
turn,
in
individual,
the
people,
and
the whole
subordinate
cannot
is
"socialism
collective. Its slogan
man's personal happiness to any kind of 'higher aims'' "
Its logic is that individual interests may stand above the
collective interests and the interests of the whole people
but should not be subordinated to them, and that, certainlv, collective interests may stand above the interests
of the whole people and should not be subordinatcd to
the latter.
L The t'socialism" of the Tit<l brand is srt queer a
thing that to all intents and purposes it is the "socialism"
of the bourgeoisie, the kind of "socialism" that is toler42

able to th,e imperialists. It is fundamentally different
from socialism as deflned by Marxism-Leninism and
practised in the socialist countries. No wonder the Tito
group categorically repudiates the common laws of socialist revolution and socialist construction, sets itself against
the common ideology and concerted action of the international proletariat and the international communist
movem,ent, and maliciously slanders this common ideology and concerted action as "ideological monopoly" and
"political hegemony."
10. Proceeding from the above-mentioned views,
the Tito group is hostile to all Communist Parties.
It declares: "The conception that Communist Parties
hilve a monopoly over every aspect of the movement of
socicly l,owards socialism and that socialism can only
tinrl il,s ;'1'plcscntaLives in Lhc'm and move'forward through
l.hcm -- is theoretically wrong and practically, very
harmful." It also asserts: "Scme of the Communist
Parties cease to act as therevolutionary creative factor
and motive power of social development in their nespective countries."
The Tito group has great contempt for the Cornmunist
Party of the United States. But history will ultimately
prove that though the U.S. Communist Party, which
adheres to the truth, is now small, it is a rea1ly vital living
force,and has a great future; on the other hand, though
the Tito group now rules Yugoslavia, who can guarantee
that it will not trip over its own revisionism?
11. The Tito group holds that "the development of
the international workers'movement during the last few
decades did not advance in step with the social events and
lhe development of material conditions"; and that "during
lhc last few years of the Stalin period, the workers' rnove43

ment in the world

not only stagnated but

even

retrogressed."

The Tito group seems blind to the triumph of the

Great October Socialist Revolution, the success of socialist
construction in the Soviet Union, the great victorics gained in the war against fascism in which the Sovicl Union
ptayed the chief role, the existence of the ncw socialist
countries, the growth of the worket's' movcmonts in the
capitalist countries, and the grcat Chincsc rcvolution and
the People's Republic of China'

12. The Tito group is oI the opinion that "Marxist

thought in the course of the last few decades has not kept
in step with the advance of contemporary society." As
the editorial of the Renmin Rtbao (People's Daiiy), May
5, 1958 pointed out, the Tito group brands the basic
principles of Marxist-Leninist revolutionary theory as
"dogmatism," and calls itself "irreconcilable enemies of
dogmatism";this being so, how can it possibly understand
whether Marxism has developed or not? As it does not
se,e the great world events that have come about under
the leadership of the Communist Parties since the October
Revolution, and utters such reactionary twaddle about
"humanity," "personality of man," "free p-^rsonality,"
"truth about man as a social being," and "man's spiritual
constitution," on the pretext of opposing so-called "dogmatism" and "pragmatic revision," how can this group
possibly have a common language with MarxismLeninism?
These twelve points do not exhaust the revisionist
views and the domestic and foreign policies of the 'Iito
group. But they suffice to show how the revisionism of
the Tito group serves the interests of the imperialists,
particularly the U.S. imperialists.
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In his report to the Seventh Congress of the League
of Communists of Yugoslavia, Tito called Djilas a revisionist. "By orders from outside and for Judas'silver,"
Tito said, "these traitors wrote slanderous pamphlets
against the socialism and reality in Yugoslavia." However, as pointed out correctly by an article in the West
German TagesspiegeZ of April 22, l95B: "Here is harsh
mockery. For the basic ideas of this programme were
drafted by no other than Djilas himself who is today behind prison bars." Of course, there is a difference between Djilas and the Tito group. It is that while Djilas
does not bother to don the cloak of Marxism-Leninism,
the Tito group still uses Marxism-Leninism as a disguise.
Bul, has it cver: occurred to Tito that the content of the
l)r'()Arantm(l oI the League of Communists of Yugoslavia
is ircluirlly anot,hcr cdil,ion of Djilas' Neus Class? Tito
mighl. well hold up Djilas as a mirror to see his own reflection.
After the war against fascism, the people of yugoslavia
embarked on the road to socialism. But under the
dominating influence of the policies of the Tito, group,
Yugoslavia has not yet carried out a serious, thoroughgoing struggle between the capitalist and the socialist
roads on the economic, political and ideological fronts,
and has not solved the question of which road shall win
in the country. In the villages of Yugoslavia, individual
economy still accounts for more than 90 per cent of the
rural economy, and this preserves a seedbed for the return of capitalism.
The question in Yugoslavia is not solely that of ownership. For the people of Yugoslavia, a more serious
question is that the dollar policy of U.S. imperialism is
t,xcrting influence on the, leading group of yugoslavia and
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thereby causing confusion among the Yugoslav people as
to the road to socialism.
As can be seen from the mat'erial quoted above' the
dollar policy of U.S. imperialism towards Yugoslavia began in 194d. Even before 1948, the Tito group already
f,"gu.t to forsake the road of pro etarian internafionalism
ani foster reactionary bourgeois nationalism' This was
bound up with the do1lar policy of U'S' impcrizrlism and
was a pioduct of it in Yugoslavia' But' to this vo'y day'
a goocl-many of the Yugoslav people, and oI thc members
otlne Yugoslav League of Communists, still do not realize
this.
Although the programme of the Yugoslav League of
Communists declares that "personal ownership" and'
"private land holding" are also "socialism," it is undersiandable that the leading group of the Yugoslav League
of Communists does not necessariiy hope to discard immediately the forms of public ownership that came into
being in the previous course of the revolution, and it is
impossible for them to d<l so. For if it does, it will not
only meet with resistance from the Yugoslav working
class and other politically conscious working people, but
also lose its political stock-in-trade for deceiving its countrymen and befuddling world opinion, and so eventually
lose its political capital for bargaining with U'S' imperialism.
There is an acute contradiction between the degenerate
policy of the Tito group and the desire of the Yugoslav
people and loyal Communists inside'the Yugoslav League
of Communists to take the socialist road' This is why'
to maintain its rule, the Tito group is wiliing to pleserve
certain forms of public ownership. Moreover', as long as
the Tito group remains hostile to the international com46

nrunist movement and to the socialist camp headed by
l.he Soviet IJnion, the U.S. imperialists may agree to the
preservation of certain forms of public ownership ir-r
Yugoslavia and assume an attitude of "non-intervention."
Consider, for instance, what U.S. lVeu:s & World Report
wrote in its issue of November 9, 1956: "In urging indegovernments
pendent
but not necessarily capitalistic
in countries that are now Soviet satellites (the imperialists
always talk this nonsense, ref,erring to all the socialist
countries other than the Soviet Union as 'satellites'Author) the Eisenhower Administration is continuing its
support of Titoism." Discussing Yugoslavia's function at
a press conference on August 6, 1957, John l'oster Dulles
had this to say: "It is possibLe to have a cornmunist regime
wil,hout bcing dominated by what we calf international
communism' ol a Soviet-type brand of communism."
As Malxisls see it, there is nothing strange in certain
forms oI pubiic ownership being tolerated in a particular
society which is governed by an exploiting class, so long
as they do not harm, and may even help, the fundamental
interests of that exploiting class. In feudal society, for
instance, it is quite comrnon for certain village communes,
or certain forms of public ownership or autonomy to be
preserved. In capitalist society, a joint stock company
may be considered a kind of capitalist form of "public
ownership" and some workers may even hold shares in
it. Yet, as we all know, that does not prevent the capitalists from drawing their maximum proflts; on the contrary,
it adds to the capitalists' assurance of maximum proflts.
After the October Revolution, the counter-revolutionaries
at one time hoped to make use of the organizational form
o[ Soviets-what they called "soviets without Cornmunists." When collective farming was brought about in

the Soviet Union, some counter-revolutionaries at one
time similarly wanted to make use of the -[orm of collective farms what they called "collective farms without
On this point, Stalin rightly said: "EveryCommunists."
thing depends upon the content that is put into this form'"
AII organizational forms, political oI' cconomic, remain
mere organizational forms. The question is who runs
them, who 1eads.
As Comrade Mao Tse-tung said in lris spc'cch "On the
Correct Handling of Contradictions Among the Peop1e,"
the revisionists, too, pay tip service to Marxism-Leninism.
It is said that, in Yugoslavia, the Tito group permits peopie to hang up porLraits of Marx and Lenin. This point
needs to be seen from the same angle. What the Tito
group is doing is to preserve a certain amount of Marxist
phraseology while getting rid of its revolutionary content.
In countries where the working class *617sment has a
Marxist tradition behind it, revisionists and opportunists
may accept a part of Marxist theory, and 'even the theory
of the class struggle, where this accords with the interests
of the bourgeoisie. Lenin said: "Those who recognize
only the class struggle are not yet Marxists; they may
be found to have gone no further than the boundaries of
bourgeois r'easoning and bourgeois politics' To limit
Marxism to the theory of the class struggle means curtailing Marxism, distorting it, reducing it to something
which is acceptable to the bourgeoisie. A Marxist is one
who extends the acceptance of the class struggle to the
acceptance of the dictatorship of the proletariat." But
the Tito group has gone much further than those opportunists who accept the class struggle. It has even repudiated the class struggle, in order to flt in with the needs of
the U.S. imperialists.
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'Ihe leading group of the League of Communists of
Yugoslavia declares that under no circumstances will it
abandon its r,evisionist stand, that any attempt to get
it to change its position is illusory and will be of no avail.
It also declares that it will not stop its contention, that is
to say, it will continue to challenge Marxism-Leninism.
It can be seen therefore that it is impossible to cease this
struggle. Is this struggle good for Marxism-Leninism?
Comrade Mao Tse-tung has said that under specific conditions "bad things can be turned into good things." Things
always develop dialectically. The programme of the
League of Communists of Yugoslavia is a conc,entrated
expression of modern revisionism. It will serve as an
t'xample in reverse to educate the Yugoslav people and
l,hc Communists oI the world and enable people to disl,inguish sLill morc clcarly between Marxism-Leninism
erncl anti-Marxism-Lc'ninism. Marxism-Leninism has always grown and developed by combating opportunism of
every description. So long as Marxist-Leninists wage
clear-cut, uncompromising struggle against modern revisionism, the international communist movement is bound
to beneflt.

YUGOSLAV REVISIONISM IS JUST WHAT U.S.
IMPER,IALISM NEEDS
Kang

Slrcng1

The attack on the Soviet Union and the international
communist movement launched by the leading group of
the League of Yugoslav Communists by means of the
League's revisionist programme and its Seventh Congress has been rebuffed, rightly 'and seriously, by the
Communist and Workers' Parties of various countries'
Now an important struggle to safeguard the purity of
Marxism-Leninism is unfolding. This struggle is of immense importance to the international communist movement and the just cause of safeguarding world peace.
To date', the leading group of the Yugoslav Communist
League has not given any valid answers to the
criticisms made by the Communist Parties of various
countries; nor can it do so. Its so-called answers are
mere sophistry. For example, it describres its odious
action in serving the U.S. imperialists as an effort "to
seek joint elements of the line of peace and international
co-operation," and even claims this action coincides with
the aims of Soviet for,eign policy. It arbitrarily links
two essentially different things: Yugoslavia's economic
dependence on the United States and the Soviet union's
'fhis article appeared in Renmin Riboo on .Ittnc 14.
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;rroposal to expand trade with the U.S. At the same
(,ir-ne, it dismisses the serious and justifled criticisms made
by Marxist-Leninist parties of various countries as "interference in internal affairs" and "unprincipled attacks,"
"detrimental to world peace'." But the facts speak louder
than lies. Any objective observer can see'that the leading
group of the Yugoslav League of Communists by its policy
plann'ers of a new war
of serving the U.S. imperialists
under the mask of socialism -is playing a role particu-larly damaging to the just cause of defending world
peace. Precisely for this reason, the U.S. imperialists,
who are hostile to the socialist camp and to peace, lavish
praise on Yugoslavia.
Yugoslav r,evisionism has not arisen accidentally. Since
lltr, Sccond World War, socialism has grown into a new
world system. To save capitalism from still deeper
gcncral crisis Lhe U.S. imperialists have been searching
for a new tool from within the socialist countries, to
add to the old revisionism social democracy. They
thought it would be ideal to- flnd a "socialist" country
with a Marxist-Leninist signboard, which can split the
camp of socialism from within. John Foster Dulles has
long been highly confldent that the policy of the leading
group in Yugoslavia flts the needs of the United States.
Referring to Yugoslavia at a press conference on August
6last year, he said: "It is possibl,e to have a communist
regime without being dominated by what we calf international communism' or a Soviet-type brand of communism." What this remark of DuIIes means is: 1. The
new tool needed by the U.S. imperialists should be one
that they do not consider as "international cornmunism,"

that is, it should have the "communist" label yet

rrgtLinst

be

international communism. 2. This new tool must
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not be a "soviet-type brand of communism," that is, it
should discard the fundam,ental principles oI lVlarxisrnLeninism, d,epart from the trail blazed by the Oclober
RevoLution and set itself against the socialisl, camp
headed by the Soviet Union' 3. This new tool should
be a "regime" controlled by a "communism" which embodies the foregoing two characteristics. This is particularly important, because only those revisionists who are
in power in what was for a time a socialist counlry can
effectively serve the imperialists today when socialism
has become a world system. To Du11es, the ideal tool
must flt these "speciflcations" and Yugoslav revisionism
is just the thing.
U.S. Big Business has spared no small investment in
building up its Yugoslav r,evisionist tool' According to
Senator Knowland, the U.S. has given Tito's government
aid amounting to 1,500 million dollars (Associated Pness
Washington dispatch, March 20, 1958). It is well known
that the Draft Programme of the Yugoslav League of
Communists, which runs to about 150,000 words, did not
dare even once to us,e the term "IJ.S. imperialism," as
though this were a "royal taboo." The same is true of
the pronouncements of the leading members of the
Yugoslav Communist League. Take, for example, Tito's
version of the U.S. plot of aggression against Syria last
year. He said in his report at the Seventh National Congress of the Yugoslav League of Communists: "The pressure exercised against Syria last year 1ed to the speecling
Arrd
up of the uniflcation of Egypt with Syria
said:
he
Indonesia,
in
regarding the U.S. aggression
"similar developments took place in Indonesia' The
young united republic of the'peoples of Indonesia has
ihrougfr intrigues and interference in ils in1e'nal affairs
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on the part of Western circles become the battlefleld of
civil war." In short, it seems that there is no such thing
in the world as U.S. imperialism. The question arises:
If a self-styl,ed Marxist-Leninist party in analysing the
current world situation does not even dare to point to
the existence of U.S. imperialism, what does this indicate
other than U.S. do lar influence?
A great many statesmen and political commentators in
many capitalist countries that stand for peace and
neutrality, such as India, Indonesia and the United Arab
Republic, it should b,e pointed out, do not caII themselves
Marxist-Leninists, yet they dare to condemn the policy
of aggression of U.S. imperialism.
The leading group of the Yugoslav Communist League
gr.rcs to great lengths to deny that its Programme flls the
nc'eds of the imperialists, particularly the U.S. imperialists. But the facts speak louder than eLoquent words.
A brief review of some of the historical events in the past
few years clearly shows the ugly face of the Yugoslav
revisionists and how they play the game of the U.S.
imperialists.

Firstly, during the counter-r'evolutionary uprising in
of the Yugoslav League of
(lrrnnrunists played the role of instigator and intervent,ionisl.. It openly called the counter-revoLutionary upIlrrr-rgary, th,e leading group

rising a lcv<ilulion and supported it. It gave encouragement and support tcl the "Workers' Councils" which w,ere
in the,hands oI the counter-revolutionaries and engaged
in activities hostile to the worker-peasant revolutionary
government. It maintain,ed close ties with the renegade
Nagy group, openly sheltered Nagy and other counterlt'volutionaries and made the Yugoslav Embassy in
llrrngary a haven for these counter-revolutionaries. OnIy
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of the llungarian Socialist
Workers' Party, during and after the supprerssion of the
uprising, maintained a consistently principled, ct-rrrect
stand did its scheming come to nothing and it was
compelled bo give ostensible, support to the llungarian
Government headed by Comrade Janos Kadar'. Ilut to
this very day, the attitude of the leading group oI the
Yugoslav League of Communists on this qucstion stiil
harmonizes with that of the imperialists, particularly the
U.S. imperialists. Time and again, thc U.S. impcrialists
have tried to drag the so-called "Hungttrian question"
on to the agenda of the United Nations, in the vain hope
of making a brreach in Hungary by means of thc' United
Nations, which is under their control. And Tito too,
in his report to the Seventh Congress of the Yugoslav
League of Communists, said that "Yugoslavia exerted
efforts in the U.N. for a settlement of this question." Is
this not enough to show that the leading group of the
Yugoslav Communist League advocates precisely what
the U.S. imperialists ne'ed?
Secondly, in the speech he made at Pula in November
1956, Tito joined in the anti-Soviet, anti-communist campaign launched by the imperialists taking advantage of
the Hungarian events. In that speech he attacked almost
all the socialist countries and the Communist Parties of
many countries, and proclaimed that Yugoslavia would
work in various ways for the victory in the Communist and
Workers'Parties of various countriesof "thetrend" which
"began in Yugoslavia," so as to defeat the so-called "Stalinist course." In the Yugoslav press, they also attacked the
Ieadership of many Communist and Workers' Parties and
encouraged the revisionist elements to carry out splitting
activities. The U.S. imperialists were highly appreciative

because the leading comrades
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of these activities. Walter Lippmann, mouthpiece of the
U.S. bourgeoisie, stated at the time that it was in the
"true interest" of the U.S. to make what he called "Titoism" "prevail" in the socialist countries (Washi,ngton Post,
October 30, 1956). At secret talks among leaders of the
U.S. Senate, James P. Richards also expressed the view
that "it is to the advantag,e,of our country, as well as the
entire free world, to encourage Tito and other communist
dissenters like him." (Neu York Post, December 31,
1956.) We would like to ask the leaders of the Yugoslav
Communist League: Since the U.S. imperialists descrihe
your "ism" as in their true interests, does this not mean
that vour "ism" suits their needs? You say this kind of
l;r1l< b.y l,hc Americans does not count; if so, why do you
n('v(,r' r'('lliu'rl il, :rs un "insult" and repudiate it?
'l'lrirdly, irr Novcmbcr 1957, the leaders of the Yugoslav
Lcaguc o[ Conrmunists, betrayihg the agreement reached
at the Soviet-Yugoslav talks in Rumania, refused to take
part in the Moscow Meeting of the Communist and
Workers' Parties of the Socialist Countries or to sign the
Declaration of that rneeting. They announced that this
was because the Moscow Declaration "contains certain
attitudes and appraisals which are contrary to the standpoint of the League of Communists of Yugoslavia and
which it considers to be incorrect." For this action, they
immediately earned the praise of the U.S. imperialists.
An Agence France Presse report of November 22, 1957,
said: "There were clear signs that the Yugoslav attitude
caused great interest in the State Department. The prevailing impression in Washington was that Yugoslav
President Marshal Josip Broz Tito had once again insisted
on demonstrating his independence from the communist
lrloc." On December B, 1957 Tito received James W.
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Riddleberger, U.S. Ambassador to Yugoslavia' The Netlu
York Times wrote on the following day that Tito "did
mention Yugoslavia's refusal to sign the Declaration as
further proof of her continued independence'" This was
immediatelv followed by a huge U.S. loan to Yugoslavia
and the signing of an agreement for the supply of 62'5
million dollars worth of Arnerican surplus farm produce
to Yugoslavia.
On the re{usal of the League to attend the Moscow
Meeting of the Communist and Workers' Parties of the
Socialist Countries and to sign the Declarati'on of that
meeting, there is an article by Imrnanuel Birnbaum, a
bourgeois commentator who has quite a few contacts
with the leading group of the Yugo-slav League of Commttnists. The article appeared in the flrst number of
The Pt'oblems of Cornmurnisrn this year, a magazine
published by the U.S. Information Agency and expressed
many views that are well worth noting. Using the statements of the leading group of the League as its basis,
the article analysed the true reasons behind the refusal
to attend the Moscow Meeting and sign its Declarat'ion'
The write'r' said: "Belgrade could not agree to the two
basic theses put forward in the Declaration, namely that
the entire blame for the continuation of international
te'nsion rests on the shoulders of the West, and that the
only way to prev,ent a world catastrophe is for all countries under communist rule to stand so'Iidly united in
support of the Moscow policy a'nd leadership'" Judging
Uy ttre Draft Programme o{ the League and the speech'es
made by th,e leaders of the League at its Seventh Congress, this appraisal by Birnbaum is true' to the facts'
ihe article added: "It is important that, at a time when
Moscow is seeking once more to tighten its reins over
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the other segments of the communist world, at least one
country professing to be a disciple of Lenin refus'es to
submit." The persistence of the leading group of the
Yugoslav League of Communists in its "indep'endence
from the communist bloc" is just what the U.S. imperialists neecl; the two "basic theses" 'opposed by the leading
group of the League are ,exactly what the U.S. imperialists have resolutely opposed. Does not this standpoint
of the leading group of the L,eague fit the needs of the
U.S. imperialists exactlY?
Fourthly, the leading group of the Yugoslav League
of Communists issued its out-and-out revisionist programme in opposition to the De'claration of the Moscow
Meeting at a time when theeast wind prevails over the
west wind and the United States is experiencing an acute
economic crisis. At the Seventh Con$ress of the League,
it went out of its r,vay to defend and curry favour with
the U.S. imperialists, and to unscrupulously attack the
socialist camp;and on a series of questions, it issued most
absurd statements, counter to the fundamental principles
of Marxism-Leninism but suited to the needs of U.S'
imperialism. This is true of its analysis of the present
international situation, and its statements on the question
of proletarian revolution and proletarian dictatorship, the
qucstion of the leading role of the Communist Party and
the so-called question of "opposing dcgtnatism."
Folexample', Eisenhower defamed the Soviet Union as
being a "strongly armed imperialistic dictatorship" (1957
State of the Union message); and the Draft Programme
of the Yugoslav League of Communists also attacked the
Soviet llnion as being a "hegemony." Dultres attacked
the foreign policies of the Soviet Union and the camp
of socialism as a "major thre'at" to the entire world (Octo-

ber 1957 issue of the U.S. Foreign Affat'rs quarterly);

and in his report to the Seventh Congress of the Yugoslav

similarly slandered them as
o1icy" and "big power printo allege that it was "owing
alled for threatening for'eign
policy" that the U.S. had engaged in'at'ms expansion and
war preparations, established military blocs and manoeuvred to conclude the North Atlantic Treatv. Eisenhower
and Dul1es have been attacking the Yalta and Potsdam
Agreernents all the time; the Draft Programme of the
Yugoslav League of Communists also openly opposes

of
procere'ding
ciples." T
to Stalin's

League

these agreeme'nts.
Again, the imperialists have always tried detiberately
to confuse the fundamental differences between the two
syst,ems of socialism and capitalism in order to benumb
the revolutionary consciousn'ess of the working class'
Eisenhower said that since the government in a capitalist
country "controls" part of the "economic life" of the
bo'r.rrgeoisie, "such things can, of course, in the long run
Iead to communism, but we have had this same kind
of thing inherent in our form of government for many
years." (Reply to the correspondent of tine Neus York
Herqld Tribune at a press conference on June 5, 1957')
The Draft Programme of the Yugoslav League of
communists also stresses so-called "factors of socialism"

the same time, be both the one and the other'"

Again, the imperialists hold the dictatorship of the proletaiiat in particular hatred. In a speech delivered at
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the annual lunch,eon of the Associated Press on April 22,
1957, Dulles reviled proletalian dictatorship as "despotism," alleging that "lhosc who are subject to it in vast
majority, hate lhe systcm and ycarn for a free society";
the Drafl Prrrgramnre of thc Yugoslav League of Communisl,s rlso irl,Lacks the state of proletarian dictatorship
irs scr-cirllt'cl "bureaucracy," "bureaucratic statism," and
"ntorropolisLs," alleging that it "strives to transforrn the
.sl,rrl,c upptrratus into the master of society instead of being
its servant and executive agent," stresses so-called "anlagonisms" between the socialist state and the masses,
and trumpets a crudely distorted theory of "the withering away of the state" in order to undermine proletarian
di<:l,irl,orslrip in the countries of the camp of socialism.
Ag;rin, thc, impelialists, in order to suppress the work('r'fi' nl()v('nrent in their own countries, often smear the
Cornnrunisl; Parties in these countries as being "Lrnde[
the, domination of a single power', international communism, acting under the direction ,of the Communist Party
of the Soviet IJnion" (Dulleg' statement at the Ministerial
Council of the Bagdad Pact on January 22, 19SB). And
jn his report to the Seventh Congress of the yugoslav
League of Communists, Tito also slander,ed the Marxist
parties in various countries as conducting "dependent
policies" and being "accustomed to receiving and implementing directives coming from outside.', The Draft
Programme of the Yugoslav League of Communists'even
tries to induce the workers in the U.S. and some other
capitalist countries to r,enounce the Communist Parties.
It alleges that "it is most probable, that in the countries where classical political parties of the- working class
;rre practically non-existent, as in the United States, for
r,xample-the working people organized in tracle unions,,
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can strengthen "its leading role in the system of government."
Again, the imperialists ofte'n attack Marxism-Leninism
by making use of so-caIl'ed "opposition to dogmatism,"
twaddling that "international communism has becom'e
beset with doctrinaire difficulties" and the label communism as "unimaginative" (Dulles' addt'ess at annual luncheon of the Associated Press on Aprii 22, 7957) and the
leading group of the Yugoslav L':ague of Communists
also does all it can to dclamc lundamental principles of
Marxism-Leninism as "dogmas." Preposterously asserting that "Mat'xist thought in the course of the last few
decades has not kept in step with the advance of contemporary society," and that some people "attempt to
turn it into a static collection of stale dogmas and abstract
truths." The leaders of the Yugoslav League of Communists, moreover, styie thernsel'ves as "uncompromising
towards all kinds of clogmatism" and persistently advocate
that "the roads lead,ing to socialism differ" in an attempt
to negate the universal truths of Marxism-Leninism and
the general laws of achieving victories in r'evolution and
consiruction by lhe Comm,nist Parties in all countries.
Even more absurd is the lact thaf Tito showered praise
and eulogy on the United Slates at th'e Seventh Congress
of the Yugoslav League of Communists, although all the
ferocity of the U.S. imperialists has been exposed in its

true' colours. According to him, U'S' relations with
Yugoslavia are based on "mutual respect, co-operation on
an equal basis and non-interference in internal affairs'
If there were certain attempts that were not in line with
came from individuals or
Governmcnt." In tones of
d U.S. aid as having he1Ped
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Yugoslavia surmount colossal difficulties. It is indeed a
"creative exploit," unparalleled in history, that people
who style themselves Communists and revolutionaries
should, at their Party Congress, pay tribute to the U.S.
imperialists
the most ferocious enemy of the pe'ople
throughout the world. This is presumably the "creative
contribution" which the leading group of the Yugoslav
League of Communists often boast they have made, to
the international communist cause !
The U.S. imperialists have warmly applauded the Draft
Programme of the Yugoslav League of Communists and
its Seventh Congress, C. Burke Elbrick, U.S. Assistant
Scclctary of State for European Affairs, said at a hearing
llr.l'olt' l,lrc I'or cign Relations Committee of the U.S. Senate
llr;rl 'l'ilo w;rs "tloing a prclty good job." Viewing the
lt'r:t,n( rrr:livil,it's ol' l,hc Yugos)av Communist League the
irrrpt,r'irrlist, prc:ss of l,hc Unilcd Sl.ates went into raptures.
"'I'hc incident illustrarLes once rnore Yugoslavia's unique
value as an independent centre of attraction in the communist world," said the editorial of the Christtan Sctence
Moni.tor on April 24, 1958. "His lTito's) latest outburst
cannot fail to have an upsetting effect on Soviet foreign
policy. The West stands to proflt from all this," said
lhe U.S. Neustneek on May 5, 1958.
The Yugoslav revisionists are very annoyed to hear
others say that they are serving the U.S. imperialists.
Of course, they wiII be welcorned if they really come
round to a revolutionary standpoint against U.S. imperialism. But they have no intention whatever of changing
their stand, though they accuse people who are telling the
truth of having "abused" and "insulted" them. Yugoslav papers have rrecently repeated what Tito said at the
Congress of the Yugoslav League of Communists showing
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stubborn adherence to the revisionist standpoint, that
"any expectation in any quarter that we shall renounce
our principled stands both in int,ernational and in internal
matters, is only a loss of time." The modern revisionists have curried favour with the U.S. imperialists by this
kind of reactionary stubbornness.
The struggle against modern revisionism has just begun.
It is essential that the banner we raise in this serious
struggle stands out clear'ly. We stand flrm1y on principle and shall cany the' struggle to the end. The
leading group of the Yugoslav League of Communists
shall not be allowed to impair the great cause of MarxismLeninism.

IN REFUTATION OF MODERN REVISIONISM'S
REA.CTIONARY THEOIiY OF THE STATE
Wang Chia-hsiang

The Renrtin Ribao editorial "Modern Revisionism
lVlust Be Repudiated" pointed out

that one of the fundamental points in modern revisionism, as typifled by the
programme put forward by the leading group in yugoslavia, is its substitution of the reactionary theory of the
state standing above classes for the Marxist-Leninist
theory of the state.
The imperialists have always sought to cover up the
nature of the state as a class dictatorship in order to
wreck the revolutionary working-cIass movement. They
describe the state under bourgeois dictatorship as ,,standing above classes," "belonging to the whole people,' and
-"democratic," and slander the state under proletarian
dictatorship as "totalitarian" and undermining democracy. Now that socialisn and imperialism stand out
in sharp contrast, with socialisrn in the ascendar-rt like
the sun rising and imperialism in murky decline, the
working people under capitalist rule are turning towards
socialism increasingly, the imperialists' Iies are more
than ever losing their power to deceive and the anticommunist nonsense of the Social Democrats is proving
This article appeared in the June

16

issue of llongqi (Red FIag).
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more and more incapable of helping the imperialists'
It is at such a time that the Yugoslav revisionists, donning the cloak of Marxism-Leninism, have come forward
to serve imperialism, parlicularly U. S. imperialism, by
peddling the bourgeois theory of the state standing above
classes, so as to repay U. S. imperialism for its reward
of large sums of American dollars.
State power in an imperialist country is a means of
serving the handful of monopoly capitalists and exercising dictatorship over the overwhelming majority of the
people. Yet the Yugoslav revisionists are at great pains
to conceal the dictatorship character of the imperialist
state power. They say that in the capitalist world "the
state increasingly controls the activities of capital" and
"restricts the role of private capital," that "the role of
the state as that of a regulator also grows" (Draft Programme of the League of Communists of Yugoslavia) and
that "the state is no longer the apparatus of a certain
class in capitalist society; it no longer reflects or upholds
the special interests of that class" ("Has Capitalism
Changed?" by R. I., Oclober 1956 issue ol. the Yugoslav
magazine The 'Iruth. About Us). Glorifying imperialist
state power in such a fashion, are they not toeing the
line of the imperialists?
The outstanding feature of our age is the transition
from capitalism to socialism. Through revolution in one
form or another, the working class must smash the bourgeois state apparatus, set up the proletarian state apparatus and replace bourgeois dictatorship by prolcl,arian
dictatorship. Marxist-Leninists, therefore, have always
held that seizure of state power is the ci'ucial. question
in the proletarian revolution. Using sophistt'y, the
Yugoslav revisionists insist that stat,e capittrlism in the
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t:irpit,alist countries is a "factor of socialism," that
socialism is taking form within the capitalist system,
and that the bourgeois state apparatus is also changing
in this direction. Consequently, there is no need for
the working class to carry out proletarian revolution,
to smash the bourgeois state apparatus or to set up its
own state apparatus. They claim that by "exercising
incessant pressure" on the bourgeois state apparatus and
working to "exert a decisive influence', in it, the working class will be able to "secure the development of
socialism." They are spreading this nonsense about
"peaceful evolution" from capitalism to socialism in
order to create ideological confusion within the ranks
of the revolutionary working-class movement, to paralyse, corrode and sap the revolutionary will-power of
the working class and Communist Parties in the capitalist countries, and to prevent proletar.ian revolution. This
being so, what trace of Marxism-Leninism do they show,
what markings other than those of an accomplice of the
imperialists?
Since the Great October Revolution, one-third of mankind has smashed the bour,geois state apparatus and
established their own states of proletarian dictatorship.
The proletarian dictatorship in these countries is fundamentalJy diflerent in nature from dictatorship by all
exploiting classes. It is the dictatorship of the exploited class, the dictatorship of the many over the few,
dictatorship for the building of socialist society free from
exploitation of man by man. It is the most progressive,
and also the 1ast, dictatorship in human history which is
undertaking the greatest and most difficult historic task
of eliminating classes, and it is forging ahead in conclitions of most complex struggle, along the most tortuous

road ever known in human history. With a history of
only forty years, it is impossible for the dictatorship of
the proletariat to avoid makir-ig some partial mistahe or
another, in the course of its advancc. Whatever the
mistakes, since proletarian dictatorship is the system of
the people themselves, it wiII learn from mistakes and
correct them by itself. But thc' Yugoslav revisionists,
following the irnperialist reaclionurics, vcnotnously erttack
the proJ.etarian dictartorship in the Soviet Union and the
other socialist countries. 'I'hey call the state system of
the so,cialist countries "bureaucracy and bureaucratic
statism." They liercely attack the Communist Parties
in the socialist countries for holding the leading position
and exercising the leading role in the life of the state
and slander direct leadership and supervision by the
Communist Parties in these countries over the work of
the state as giving rise to "the growth of bureaucracy
in the Party" and "statism." A mere glance shows that
the weapons used by the Yugoslav revisionists against
the Soviet Union and the other socialist countries come
from the arsenals of the imperialists. It is just because
they brandish these antiquated weapons in the name of
"Communists," with the status of a "socialist cottntry,"
and under the cloak of Marxism-Leninism, that they win
special approval and plaudits from the U.S. imperialists.
A11 the classical writings of Marxism-Leninism show
that socialist state power is the dictatorship of the proletariat, i.e. the proletariat organizing itself as the rulirrg
class. After seizing power, the proletariat must exercise
dictatorship through its own state apparatus over the
vanquished exploiting classes, carry on the class struggle
in the new conditions and solve the problem of whether
the socialist road or the capitalist road wiII win out, so
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ls to eliminate classes. But the yugoslav revisionists
rnaintain that socialist state porvver should not be an instrument of force, should not exercise dictatorship over
the class enemy and should not conduct struggle between
the socialist and capitalist roads. At the same time, they
make no little fuss about the so-called question of democracy, attacking the socialist countries under the pre_
text of promoting "democracy.,, Tito has manufactured
the pretext that "we are always emphatically against regarding the proletarian dictatorship as mere force,,, as
though there were only dictatorship and no democracy
in the socialist countries. Since the class enemv still

exists in the period of transition, and there are
:rnl;agonistic contradictions between them and the pro-

lcl,;rriirl,, r:ontladictions between the enemy and ourselves,
rliclirlorship must be exercised if such contradictions are
to be-. r'esolvcd. As to democracy, all democracy is merely
a form of class rule. Democracy that is divorced from
proletarian dictatorship can never be democracy under
the socialist system. In essence, bourgeois democracy
is dictatorship bv the few over the great majority, the
working people, while proletarian dictatorship means
dc'mocracy for the great majority, the working people.
Either the enemy wipes us out or vice versa; either
bourgeois democracy or proletarian democracy. The
dictatorship of the pr:oletariat is a unity of dictatorship
and democracy. Comrade Mao Tse-tung once said:
"Democracy for the people and dictatorship over the
reactionaries, when combined, constitute the people,s
democratic dictatorship" (On People's Democratic Dictatorshi,p); "dictatorship does not apply in the ranks of
the people. The people cannot possibly exercise dictatorship over themselves; nor should one section of them

oppress another section"; "under the people's democratic
dictatorship, two different methods - dictatorial and
should be used to resolve the two kinds
democratic
of contradiction of different nature those between

ourselves and the enemy and those among the people'"
(On the Correct Hand,ti'ng of Contradt'ctions Amon'g the
Peopte) By opposing democracy to dictatorship while
chattering about abstract democracy, denying the necessity of dictatorship over the class enemy, the necessity
of struggle between the socialist and the capitalist roads,
the Yugoslav revisionists are simply trying to create confusion within the socialist countries in co-ordination with
the subversive activities conducted against these countries by the imperialist countries.
Under the pretext that Stalin had made individual
mistakes on the question of proletarian dictatorship, the
Yugoslav revisionists exultantly exaggerated these mistakes to attack the proletarian dictatorship in the socialist
countries. It never occurs to them that in doing so they
are simply showing their revisionist colours. True, Stalin
once made the appraisal that, as a rule, class struggle
in the transitional period "grows increasingly acute,"
and this appraisal interpreted as continuous expansion
of the class struggle, can bring detrimental results to
the socialist cause. But this does not mean that to correct this mistake one must denv the class struggle in the
transitional periocl, the struggle to decide whether socialism or capitalism will win. The facts show that the
class struggle to decide which will win out continues not
only throughout the initial stage of the proletarian dictatorship. when capitalist ownership is being eliminated
and socialist ownership established, but also, on the political and ideological fronts, after the question of owner-

slrip has been completely solved. In the struggle bel,ween the two roads of socialism and capitalism, there
are contradictions between the enemy and ourselves and
contradictions among the people. Sometimes, of course,
the class struggle in the transitional period is tense and
at other times relaxed, marked by ups and downs. At
one stage, the situation may tend for a while to relaxation after the proletariat wins a round in battle and the
class enemy is forced to retreat. But the class enemy
is never resigned to extinction and will, in given conditions, launch fresh attacks on socialism. These ups
and downs in the class struggle will repeat themselves
many times over a period. Nevertheless, with the advance of the socialist revolution and socialist construction,
the general trend is towards the gradual weakening of
the class struggle till it dies out. The Yugoslav revisionists deny this objective law and spread the slander
that the so,cialist countries aggravate the social contradictions by means of the power of the state. What interpretation can be placed on this other than that they
are helping the imperialists and opposing proletarian
dictatorship and the elimination of classes?
The Yugoslav revisionists particularly attack as the
source of all evils, the democratic centralism practised
in the Soviet Union and the other socialist countries.
They deceitfully drag in the experience of the "Paris
Commune" and distort the lessons drawn from it by Karl
Marx as being the elimination of centralism. This is an
insult to Marx and to the French proletaria.t who raised
the banner of the Paris Commune. As Lenin said, "there
is no departure whatever from centralism", in Marx's
summing up of the experience of the Paris Commune.
(Lenin: The State and Reuolution) In the socialist coun69
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tries it is democracy, i.e. democratic centralism, not
dictatorship, that is practised among the people. Among
the people, democracy and centralism, decentralization
these are unities of opand centralization of power
posites. Democracy means democracy
under centralized
guidance, not extreme democratization; centralism means
centralism based on democracy, not absolute centralization.
Decentralization means apportionment of power under
unified leadership, not anarchy; centralization means
concentration of power on the basis of bringing into play
the activity and initiative of the lower organizations and
the rank and flle, not absolute ccntralization which restricts and hampers this activity and initiative. It is
wrong to emphasize one aspect to the denial of the other.
True, over-centralization or over-decentralization may
occur in the course of socialist construction owing to
lack of experience. But this is only a question of how
democratic centralism is applied, not an inevitable result
of proletarian dictatorship. In slandering centralism in
the proletarian states, the Yugoslav revisionists merely
reveal their ulterior motives in attacking the socialist
countries. As to the so-callcd "social self-government,"
which they assert to be an absolute boon, it is enough to
quote what Engels said: "It is absurd to speak o[ the
principle of authority as being absolutely evi1, and of the
principle of autonomy as being absolutely good." (Engels:
On Au.thoritt1) And, as Engels pointed out, whoever sticks
to this absurd concept is actually serving the reactionaries.
The Yugoslav revisionists are particularly energetic in
attacking the management of economic affairs by the
socialist state. According to them, if the proletarian state
authority manages the national economy, the state be?0

comes a means of hamstringing the development of
socialism. This is extraordinary logic. Has there ever
existed a state that does not manage economic affairs?
So long as the state exists it must manage economic
affairs in one way or another. The queerest part of the
logic is this
the Yugoslav levisionists talk about
- when
the tightening
of economic control exercised by the state
authority in the imperialist countries they see nothing
wrong in this. On the contrary, they spare no words
to eulogize and glorify this as a ".factor oI socialism."
Yet when they come to the economic control exercised by
the state authority in the socialist countries, they roundly
condemn it and smear it as "the source of bureaucracy
and bureaucratic statism." Is this not revealing as to
the reactionary nature of the Yugoslav revisionists' attack
on state management of the economy in the socialist
countries? In the classical works of Marxism-Leninism
it is pointed out, time and again, that the proletarian
state, as the representative of society, must organize the
socialist economy. Why must the pro)etarian state
manage the economy? The reasons are: 1-to wage
the struggle between the two roads to secrlre the triumph
of the socialist road over the capitalist road; 2 to carry
- the prothrough the class line and the class policies of
letariat in all economic work; and 3 taking the interests of the whole country and all the- people into consideration, to ensure the planned, proportionate development of the socialist national economy itr accordance
with the objective laws of socialist e,conomic development. PreciseJy as a result of planned state management of the national economy, the Soviet Union and the
other socialist countries have made tremendous achievements in their economic construction. It goes rvithout
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saying that in the state management of the economy
there should be a proper division of function and coordination between the ,central and local authorities.
Unifled control and planning by the central authorities
must be correctly linked with the activity and initiative
of the local authorities and the masses. But whatever
the way in which the central and local authorities divide
their work of economic management, and however the
working people play their part in this management, this
is a question of concrete forms of economic management.
It is not a question of whether to abolish the proletarian
state's function of economic management. What meaning can there be in the Yugoslav revisionists' talk about
abolishing the economic function of the proletarian state?
Apart from its trickery to mislead people, it simply
means undermining and abolishing the economic foundations of the proletarian state, i.e. socialist ownership by
the whole people; doing away with planned economy;
throwing overboard the proletarian class line and class
policy of socialist economic development; abolishing the
unified leadership and supervision which the proletariat
exercises over the socialist economy through the Communist Party and the state apparatus; restoring capitalist
methods of administration and management; and preserving and restoring freedom for the bourgeoisie to facilitate

its

comcback.

In lepudiating the Yugoslav revisionist theory of the
state it is ne,cessary to touch on the contradictions within
socialist society. Some of our comrades at one time held
that in socialist society there were no contradictions between the relations of production and productive forces.
between the superstructure and the economic base; and
so they denied the existence of contradictions among the

people in socialist society, or contradictions between the
people's government as the apparatus of the state power
and the masses. This was a metaphysical viewpoint. If
this viewpoint guides national construction in the socialist
countries, it is impossible to overcome these contradictions in good time, to make the socialist relations of
production conform better to the growth of the productive forces and the socialist state structure conform better
to the development of the economic base; and it becomes
impossible to further develop the Marxist-Leninist theory
of the state in the light of the rich experience gathered
from practice. But the Yugoslav revisionists regard the
contradictions within socialist society as primarily those
between the state power and the working people; they
then allege that these contradictions are antagonistic and
maintain that the existence of the state is the source
of these antagonistic contradictions. In fact, contrary to
the Yugoslav revisionist nonsense, 'the antagonistic contradictions which exist in the socialist countries are those
between the masses of the people led by the proletariat
and their class enemies who oppose socialism. It is not
that proletarian dictatorship breeds antagonistic contradictions, but that proletarian dictatorship is necessary
to resolve them. To attack the socialist countries, the
Yugoslav revisionists mix up contradictions among the
people in the socialist countries with contradictions ,between ourselves and the enemy; they also mix up contradictions in the socialist system with those in the
capitalist social system. Comrade Mao Tse-tung, in his
essay Orz the Correct Handting of Contradi,cttons Among
the People, creatively developed the Marxist-Leninist
theory of the state. He pointed out that the internal
contradictions in the socialist system of society are
IJ

fundamentally different from those in the capitalist
system of society. In socialist society, contradictions
between the relations of production and the productive
forces, between the superstructure and the economic
base, are non-antagonistic. The people's government
representing the people's interests and the masses of the
people are united as one. By contrast, irreconcilable and
antagonistic class contradi,ctions exist betrveen a government of the exptoiting class and the people. The contradictions between the peopJe's government and the
masses are those within the ranks oI the people; underlving them is the basic identity of the interests of the people; and therefore they are non-antagonistic. They can
be overcome and resolvecl h.y the socialist system itself.
By magnifying them and labelling them antagonistic
contradictions, the Yugoslav revisionists serve no purpose
other than to besmirch proletarian dictatorship.
For the purpose of attacking the socialist countries,
the Yugoslav revisionists, on grounds of their own
fabrication, describe the socialist state system as the
sollrce of "bureaucracy" and maintain that as long as the
socialist state system exists, bureaucracy will "continue
to manifest itself as a tendency." Evervone knows that
bureaucracy is a product of the sl,ate apparatus of exploiting class rule. The bureaucracy that exists in the Party
and state organizations in a socialist country is a hangover from the o1d society ratber thau a product of the
socialist system or of the Communist Party. Such
bureaucracy is totally incompatible with the political
party of the working class and with the socialist state
system. The history of proletarian dictatorship proves
that only the socialist state sysiem can effectivelv overcome bureaucracy; because onlv it can bring into fttll
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play the initiative and activity of the lrasses, and only
when this is done can there be elimination of bureaucracy,
a product of the influence of the oJd society. In other
words, the conquest of bureaucracy demands reliance on
the rnasses and resolute struggle against the influence of
bourgeois ideology. This struggle needs on the one hand
leader"ship from above to help the government fuuctionai:ies carry out cor-rtinuous ideological remoulding, to correct
their erroneous ways of thinking and doing things and
to improve their rnethods of work; on the other hand, the
struggle requires mobilization of the masses from the
bottom up, the raising of their cultural level and political
consciousness, the application of effective mass supervision over the state organs, and leading the masses to flght
against bureaucracy. Our country's experience also gives
proof of this point. In the r-ration-wide rectiflcation campaign, we have found the mettrod suited to the conditions of our country, during which rve mobilize the
masses fully to practise criticism and self-criticism, accriticism
unity" formula, by
cording to the "unity
- of views, great deencouraging a full and- frank airing
bates and the posting of tatsepao.* As a result, the democratic life of our socialist society has acl-rieved a mighty
leap forward. Here we may well ask: Dare the Ygglslav
revisionists practise democracy on so broad a scale?
The Yugoslav revisior-rists also attack the leading role
of the Commu.nist Parties in the socialist countries. They
deny that the Communist Party is the highest form of
organization of the working class aucl, on the pretext of
opposing "a fusion of the organizations of Communists

* Opinions and criticisrns written in bold Chinese characters
for all to see. Ed.

on large sheets of paper, publicly posted

-
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with the state apparatus," insist that it is not right for
the Party to exercise direct leadership and supervision
over the state. They maintain that the inevitable outcome
of "an ever closer m,erging of the Party and state apparatus" is the "growth of bureaucracy" in the Party.
Lenin's doctrine on Party building stt'esses that the Communist Party is the highest lorm of organization of the
working class and only thc political party of the working
class, that is, the Communist lrarly, can give political
leadership to the proletariat and, through the proletariat,
unite aII the working masses to calry out proletarian
dictatorship; "without this the dictatorship of the proletariat is impossible." (Lenin: Prelint^r,nury Draft of the
Resolut'ion of the Tenth Congress of the Russian Communist Party on the Syndicalist and Anarcllist Deuiation
in, Our Party) This truth has been borne out by practice
in the socialist states. The primary lesson taught by
the history of proletarian dictatorship is that the proletarian cause of revolution and construction cannot
advance a step without a Communist Party that takes
Marxism-Leninism as its guide to action, builds itself on
the principle of democratic centralism, establishes close
ties with the masses, strives to become the very heart
of the working people and educates its members and the
masses of the people in Marxism-Leninism. In the course
of socialist revolution and socialist construction, the
Party must play the leading ro1e, as regards both thc
general line and policy of building socialism and the line
and policy for the socialist state; there must therelore be
no separation between the Party and the govel'nment.
It would be absolutely wrong to separate the Party from
the government and thus leave the government oulside
the leadership of the Communist Party. Of course, the
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Party and the government must do their work in different
ways; the Party does not have to take on the routine
work of the government organizations. But in aII
circumstances, the fundamental guararftee that the countries of our socialist camp will unite the people to vanquish the enemy is the strengthening of leadership by
the Communist Party in the cause of socialism and over
the organs of the state. The Yugoslav revisionists
flagrantly reject Lenin's doctrine on Party buiiding and
do their utmost to attack the Communist Parties of the
socialist countries; yet they still call themselves communists to parade before and deceive people. What impudence!

Externally, the leading group in Yugoslavia follows
a foreign policy of praising the United States and slander-

ing the Soviet Union which suits the needs of the imperialists; internally, it follows a policy of dispensing
with the struggle bet,"veen the socialist and capitalist
roads, undermining the economic foundations of socialism

and allowing capitalist relations and the American way
of life to overrun the country freely. These are clear
indications of the degeneration and betrayal on the part
of the leading group in Yugoslavia. In this way, a\
irreconcilable contradiction arises between this leading
group and the Yugoslav people. The leading group in
Yugoslavia has neither the desire nor the courage to take
down their signboard of "socialist's" and "communists"
altogether; for if they did, they would encountel strong
opposition from the Yugoslav people, their usefulness as
saboteurs of the socialist camp would come to an end
and they would no longer receive rewards from the U.S.
imperialists. This is why they go on, as the Chinese
saying puts it, selling dog's meat under a sheep's head,
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trying to get rewards from the imperialists while

endeavouring to hoodwink the people at home and smooth
away their discontent, and cover up their degeneration
and. betrayal. This is also why they have patched up
many Marxist phrases into their hocus-pocus theory of
the "withering awaY of the state."
T'tiis out-and-out revisionist theory of the withering
away of the state argues that it is necessary for the role

of the state under proletarian dictatorship to wither
away in all flelds of social life; but in actual' fact, it aims
to "wither away" the function o-[ the socialist state in
the exercise of dictatorship over the class eneny, the
system of d.emocrati'c centralism among the people, the

role of the state in managing the socialist economy, and
the leading role of the Communist Party in the state' In
short, wnat tney hope io wither away is socialism and
communism. In their opinion, if the socialist countries
fail to do this, it means "pragmatic revision" in the theory
of the withering away of the state, and wiII give rise to
"manifestations of bureaucratic-statist tendencies" and
"fetter the clevelopment of social and economic factors'"
But, if the socialist countries really do as they suggest,
it will simply facilitate the imperialist sabotage and
subversive activities against the socialist countries, it wiII
simply lead to a repetition of the counter-revolutionary
uprising in Hungary and the restoration of capitalism'
This indeed is the real motive behind the efforts by the
modern revisionists of Yugoslavia to sell abroad the
:
theory of the "withering aq'ay of the state'"
anti:
out-and-out
this
how
ask
to
It is reasonable
Marxist-Leninist theory of the "withering away of the
state" is applied inside Yugoslavia' There, lhe main
the police, the 1aw courts, the
apparatus o1 ttt" state

-
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almed forces and the other punitive organs * so far from
lrcing weakened and withered away, are being greatly
strengthened. As the Yugoslav leading group wants to
maintain and ,consolidate its dictatorial rule, it is using
the state apparatus to oppress those in opposition. Last
year, more than thirty thousand Yugoslav workers
(constituting 4"3 per cent of all the workers in the country) were victimizcd and expelled for criticizing ttre
Ieadership. Reuter reported recently that mass arrests
are being made in Yugoslavia of people opposed to the
reactionary policies of the leading group. At the same
time, the leading group is trying to deceive the people
with such stuff as "social self-government" and "workers'
self-government," falsely ,claiming that the state is in
the course of "withering away." In fact, its perverted
measures have driven the socialist cause of the Yugoslav
people to the dangerous brink of "withering away." For
home consumption, the modern revisionists' theory of
the "withering away of the state" is nothing but a flg-leaf
to cover up their degeneration and betrayal.
We Chinese Communists, like other Marxists
throughout the world, genuinely advocate the theory of
the withering away of the state. Basing himself on
Marxist-Leninist theory, Comrade Mao Tse-tung has said
that the conditions for the withering away of the state
are, internally, the elimination of classes and class influence and, externally, the elimination of the imper.ialist
system. As the internal class struggle grows gradually
weaker until it finaily dies out, the suppressive function
of the state will naturally diminish and move in the
direction of withering away. This is a long-term,
natural course of development. At the same time, the
external conditions should not be overlooked; moreover,
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external and internai conditions aqt on each other.
Lenin said: "The economic basis for the complete
withering away of the state is such a high stage of development of communism that the antithesis between
mental and physical labour disappears when there, consequently, disappears one of the principal sources of
a soul-ce, moreover, which
modern social inequality
cannot on any account bc rcmovcd immediately by the
mere conversion of the mcans r.rf production into public
property, by the mere expropriation of the capitalists."
(Lenin: The Stqte snd Reuol,ution) Therefore, the duration of the process during which the state withers away
"depends upon the rapidity of development of the higher
phase of communism." (Ibid.) There is nothing in common between the Marxist-Leninist theory of the withering away of the state and the reactionary fallacy of the
Yugoslav revisionists concerning the withering away of

the state.

While harping on their so-called theory of the
"withering away of the state," the Yugoslav revisionists
centre their attack on Stalin by means of every venomous
invective at their disposal. They vilify Stalin for making a "pragmatic revision" in the Marxist-Leninist theory
of the state and turning the }Marxist-Leninist theory of
the withering away of the state into the thesis that the
state "does not wither away, but keeps strengthening in
all fields of social life." The rich experience of the
Soviet Union and the Soviet Communist Party in proletarian dictatorship and in building the socialist state is
of world significance. Stalin was entirely correct in setting forth the functions of the state in regard to suppression, economic management and the educalion of the
smal1 producers, and also in saying tlrat the withering
BO

uway of the state will begin with the natural and gradual
wit,he'r'ing away of the function of suppression, while the
cconomic function will go on as a social function. As the
Central Committee of the Soviet Communist Party has
pointed out, he was mistaken on some particular aspects
of the question of the state, yet Stalin was a great
Marxist-Lenirrist, a staunch, indomitafle figtrter in the
struggles against the enemy. The modern revisionists
oI Yugoslavia, who have become traitors to the working
c1ass, are utterly incapable of making a fair and just

appraisal

of Stalin. They make the

calumny that

a

so-called "rul.e of one rnan" was practised in the Soviet
Union. To this we may answer in Lenin's words: ,,To
contrast, in general, dictatorship of the masses to dictatorship of the leaders is ridiculously absurd and stupid. What
is particularly curious is that actually, new leaders are
put forth (under cover of the slogan: 'Down with the

leaders!') who talk unnatural stuff and nonsense.,,
(Lenin: "Lett-Wing" Communisnt. An lnfantile Dis-

order) The new leader that the Yugoslav revisionists want

to put forth is no other than a new Ber.nstein who has
betrayed Marxism-Leninism and capitulated to U.S.
irrperialism.

[,'r'orn what has been said above, it is clear that the
lllrt'ics of the Yugoslav revisionists concerning the
nlrLurrc of the bourgeois state, the transition from
capilalism to socialism, the nature and functions of the
socialist state and the "withering away" of the state are
out-and-out reactionary. We must resolutely smash this
revisionism in order to defend the Marxist-Leninist
theory of the state.
l'ir
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l,ions with Yugoslavia (in fact such efforts continued right
urp to the eve of the Seventh Congress of the Yugoslav

THE MORE THEY TRY TO HIDE, TIIE MORE
THEY ARE EXPOSED
_- ONTTITO'S SPENCH OF JUNE
"

15

-

Renmin, Ribao" Commentator

Tito delivered a speech on June 15 at Labin. Aside
from new slanders against the Communist Parties of
various ,countries, this speech provided no answer whatever to the serious criticisms and repudiations of Yugoslzrv
revisionism they have macle. Tito was completely silent
on such basic questions as: On what grounds did the
League o{ Communists of Yugoslavia betray the Peace
Manifesto it signed, and put forward entirely cotrtrary
viewpoints about the international situation in its pt'ogramme? What made it necessary fol the League of Communists of Yugoslavia to defame in its programme and
at its Congress the socialist system and glorify the capitalist system, to attack the Soviet lJnion, the socialist countries and thc. Comrnunist Pirrties of various countries, to
attack the Tchcran, Yalta and Potsdam Agreements while
defending and lauding U.S. imperialism, the common
enemy o{ all the peoples of the world? When the socialist
countries werc' exerting every effort to improve thcir lela-

This commentary appeared in Renmin Ribao on June 26,
1958. In addition to tlre commentary, the same issue of Renmin
Ribao publishecl the full text of Tito's Labin speech o[ June 15.
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Communist League, and the Hungarian-Yugoslav talks, for
instance, were held in March 1958), why was the Yugoslav
Communist League so keen on repaying good with evil?
No doubt there are reasons for this. But it is difficult

to state them. So the only explanatio4 Tito could offer
to the Yugoslav people was that the Communist Parties
of other countries oppose the pr ogramme of the Yugoslav
Communist League not because it is an out-and-out revisionist and anti-Marxist-Leninist programme, but because of certain s'chemes organized long ago, because the
Yugoslav Communist League refused to participate in
the meeting of the Communist Parties of twelve countries and in the socialist camp, and because, getting to
the root of the problem, it is "against division of the world
into camps." In this way, it seemed as if all arguments
of principle concerning their revisionist programme could
be written off at one stroke.
This is precisely the characteristic tactic of all
opportunists.
But this method of Tito's, to evade the point at issue,
ha.s not been successful. The principle at issue still cannot
lrc avoided and to cover the matter up by "stuffing the
r-rirls while stealing a bell" only makes it more obvious.
'Ihc Yrrgoslav Communist League refused to participate
in the mt:cting of Communist Parties of twelve nations,
hut dressing this up as an explana-tion doesn't help Tito
in any way. Why should Tito tear up the agreement
he endorsed at the Bucharest talks? Why doesn't Tito
say a word about this question which was put to him by
Comrade Khrushchov in Sofia? Of course it is sheer
nonsense for Tito to allege that Yugoslav refusal to par83
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ticipate in the socialist camp is the main reason why the
Communist Parties of various countries are struggling
against revisionism. Non-participation in the socialist
camp does not make it necessary to give revisionism wide
publicity and to launch an a1l-out attack against the
socialist countries. In any case it is curious that a country calling itself a socialist sl;ate should refuse to line up
with the socialist countries, to stand explicitlv on the
anti-imperialist side, should place the imperialist countries and the socialist countries on the same footing and
keep the same distance from each and maintain the same
"co-operation" with them. What pretext on earth can
they flnd to justify themselves?
"We are against division of the world into camps."
"In the present tense international situation it is more
useful to pursue a constructive peaceful policy, together
with other peace-loving countries which also do not belong to any bloc, rather than to enter the camp and
thereby aggravate even more the already tense situation
in the world."
"We consider that relations of co-operation must be
established with all countries, and not limit ourselves to
two bamps, which will clash and because of which war
might one day break out."
What a typical voice of a traitor! How similar the
statement "against division of the world into camps. ."
sounds to the statement "against division of society into
classes" repentantlv made by deserters from the Communist Party who have surrendered to the enemy! Since
a number of imperialist countries and a number of socia-list countries exist in the world at the same time, the
existence of camps is inevitable. Even the nations striving for independence, such as those in North Africa and
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llrr, Ncar East, have formed ties of association in one
wily or another on certain basis. This historic inevital;ility does not change in accordance with the subjective
desire of Tito or any other person. It is true that the imperialist countries cannot possibly unite as one, but this
does not mean that all the socialist countries, which are
struggling for the common interests and ideals of the international proletariat, should fail to rally together
closely. The socialist camp and the imperialist camp are
diametrically opposed in nature and cannot be mentioned
in the same breath. The comradely solidarity that exists
among the socialist countries is not possible between capi-

talist countries, and this is precisely one of the important
factors that make the victory of so,cialism inevitable. The
countries in the socialist camp have insisted throughout
on the dissolution of all military blocs and on peaceful
co-existence with all capitalist countries. But why is it
necessary to break our own unity in order to disband the
military blocs and bring about co-existence? Isn't the
truth exactly contrary to this? According to Tito's logic,
participation of the socialist countries in the socialist
camp will aggravate world tension while non-participation of the socialist countries in the socialist camp will
ease the world situation. According to that logic, the
more countries in which socialism is victorious, the more
inevitable war becomes. And in order to bring about a
thorough easing of the world situation and to avert war,
it is of course necessary for all socialist countries to
refrain from par'l,icipating in the socialist camp and to
disband that carnp. Before World War II, however, there
rvas cer"tainly no socj.alist camp. Why then did Hitler
( lc'rtnany launch an aggressive war against the Soviet
llnion? Was this "owing to Stalin's inflexible and uncalled
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for threatening foreign policy" which made the Hitlerites
"unable to accomplish their aims by diplomatic means"?
Wasn't Yurgoslavia invaded by Hitler in April 1941 when
it had not even put up the signboard of socialism? Tito
has completely ignored these basic facts and alleges that
in order to obtain peace, we must keep away from any
association opposed by the imperialists. In this, Tito not

only lacks the slightest semblance of a communist but
also lacks the slightest semblance of a nationalist revolutionary opposed to imperialism.
The argument Tito spreads that if the socialist countries rally together this will create tension and war
danger, translated into simple language, actually means

this: Working

people, oppressed people, revolutionaries,
socialists, you must never split the world into camps,
never "limit" yourselves to camps! You should establish
"relations of co-operation" with all political forces (never
mind what forces)! This wiII be to your great benefit.
This, according to the programme of the Yugoslav League
of Communists, is the Yugoslav-type "policy of active coexistence." It is "an expression of the powerful development of the productive forces which has brought about
the actual inter-connection of the whole world, the close
inter-dependence of the economies of different countries.
This policv expresses the objective needs of the contemporary world for the broadest economic co-operation as
well as for comprehensive cultural, scientific and other cooperation. The policy of active co-existence, accordingly,
also creates the necessary pre-conditions for the integration of the world economy. And one of the goals of
socialism must be the economic unity of the world." This
is all very nice. But if you are ignorant of the present
state of affairs and don't break up your unity, the situa86

l,irrrr will become tense. And, what is supremely imlxrr'[ant is that once conflict breaks out (which is unavoidablc if the camps are retained!) you cannot hope to keep
out of the trouble!
We do not intend to discuss here the stand of various
types of neutralists. Many peaceful, neutral countries,
far from having engaged in sabotage against the socialist
countries, have, on the contrary, formed good relations
with them. They can, therefore, have fulI confidence in
the friendship of the socialist countries in their struggle
to safeguard peace, resist aggression and develop their
own national economies. In contrast to the neutralists
in general, the Tito elements, having put out the signboard of Marxism-Leninism and a socialist country, mix
in the ranks of the international proletariat to corrode,
disintegrate and subvert. This has forced us to show
them up flrmly in their true colours. Some people say:
"Why is it necessary to drive Tito to the side of the imperialists?" But the present facts show that Tito persists
in his revisionist, pro-imperialist stand not because he has
been driven to do so. Moreover, it appears that in any
event he will not give up his neutralist or socialist signboard and go directly over to the side of imperialism
without pretences, because he "knows" how to hold on
to his bargaining position. Therefore, no good to the
cause of socialism will come from worrying about his going over to the West and so relaxing the effort.s to expose
him. Similarly, to be afraid to "embitter" imperialism
and thus not to rally the forces of peace and not to expose
the machinations of the warmongers will do no good to
the cause of peace.
Now, to return to the question of peace: We harze at
al I titnes taken the view that peace must be defended
8?

resolutely and that it can be defended. But this can be
achieved only if all the forces of peace unite and wage a
stauneh struggle against the machinations of the warplotters. Here the question is not only that war must be
firmly opposed. It should also be made clear that the
people really have the strength to overcome the threat
of war. The people should be ca11ed on to prepare,
should the war maniacs force war on them, to use their
united strength to wipe out a1l aggressors, and eradicate
imperialism, which breeds war. Without this determination, it would be impossible lo prevent war and the people
would be thrown into panic and dismay should the apl:
gressors venture to unleash war. But what is the road
that Tito and his followers have indicated to the peoples
of various countries? To try to make people "clear the
snow away only from their own doorsteps," as the Chinese
saying goes, they threaten them with the danger of war;
they call for the dissolution of the unity of a1I the forces
of socialism, of a1I the anti-imperialist and anti-war
forces; they call on the peoples to co-operate with the
U.S. and all other imperialists, in order to bring about
"the integration of the world" and build up "socialism"!
Any objective observer can readily see that the stand of
the Tito elements cannot safeguard world peace, nor offer
any support to the struggle of Korea and Viet-nam, or
of Egypt, S;zria, Indonesia, Algeria and the l,ebanon,
against aggression.
In his efforts to confuse right and wrong still further,
Tito has gone so far as to mix up arbitrarily his owl-r surrender policy with the peace policy of the Soviet Union.
He e-ven compares U.S. aid to Yugoslavia with the relie,f
given by the U.S. to the famine in the Soviet Union in
1921. What was the situation in 1921? Even under the
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r,xllorrrt:ly difficult conditions at that time, the Soviet
( iovt,r'nment waged a flrm struggle against the U.S. relief
;rrlrninistration, headed by Hoover, which had obvious political designs, and prevented U.S. relief activities from
getting out of the control of the Soviet Government. At
lhat time, Lenin des,cribed the extreme ferocity of the
imperialists who took advantage of the famine in the
Soviet Union to carry out anti-Soviet activities, in these
words: "I don't know whether the devil is more terrible
than modern imperialism." Precisely bocause the Soviet
llnion, adopting a revolutionary proletarian attitrrde
towards the imperialist states, never entertained any
illusion of relying on the imperialist states, the imperialists have all along regarded the Soviet Union as a thorn
in their side. The imperialists have done everything
possible to oppose and disrupt the Soviet Union and have
stubbornly rejected the various proposals put forward by
the Soviet Union to relax international tension. But
what is the attitude of Tito and his ilk to U.S. aid? Tito
openJy eulogizes U.S. wheat and dollars, and takes pride
in the fact that he "knows" how to depend for ever on
U.S. aid to "safeguard independence" and "build socialism." Similarly, the U.S. imperialists also take pride in
the fact that they "know" how to disrupt the cause of
socialism with their aid to Yugoslavia. Tito said: "The
Americans do not give us assistance so that socialism
rrright triumph in Yugoslavia." But the question is not so
simpLe. Eisenhower marle it very clear on the 18th of
this month that he would "give any kind of aid to Soviet
bloc countries which would contribute to the weakening
ol' the bloc's solidarity." Have the Americans fulfilled
llrr:il aims then? Evidently, whether it was during the
uprising of the counter-revolutionary Nagy group in
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Hungary in 1956, or in the Seventh Congress of the
Yugoslav League of Communists and the programme it
adopted, or in the so-called protest made by Yugoslavia
following the recent verdict on the counter-revolutionary
Nagy group in Hungary, the Tito el.ements acted as the
anti-Soviet and anti-communist vanguard for the imperialist reactionaries. Nonetheless, Tito still persists in
stating that he has never set himself against the Soviet
IJnion, that he has never supported imperialism, and,
what is more, that his policy is the same as the policy of
the Soviet Union. To use Tito's own words, this is "the
height of cynicism" !
In his speech Tito frantically attacked the Chinese Communist Party. For us, this is merely a cause for pride.
The ancient Chinese poet Chu Yuan expressed it well:
"How can the square exactly fit the circle? With views
opposed, who can live in harmony?" The struggle of
Marxist-Leninists against the revisionists is unavoidable
and it is the praise of revisionists or imperialists that is
to be dreaded. The criticism that the Chinese Communists made of the Yugoslav revisionists has obviously
hit them where it hurts. Since they could find no way
to stir up nationalist hatred among the people on pretexts
deriving from past Sino-Yr-rgoslav relations, they were
compelled to cook up some particularly preposterous
and therefore particularly clumsy lies in their fight.
Tito said that rve criticized them becalrse we were
bothered by their "peaceable polir:v, policy of peace,
policy of co-existence," because we were opposed to the
relaxation of world tension and thus occupied "the same
platform as the most reactionary warmongering elements
in the West." But one may ask: If we, rather l:han Tito,
are standing on the side of the warmongers, how is it
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thrrt tlrc most reactionary warmongers in the West, such
Irrl l)r.rlles, are in no way "bothered" about Tito's "peacerrlrlc policy, policy of peace, policy of co-existence" and
Iurvc. even rewarded it handsomely? Tito said further
Lhat we oppose revisionism because we have encountered
intelnal difficulties and are in need of some sort of loan.
This is really a good example of "talking about one's
own tlade at the outset of a conversation," as the Chinese
saying goes! A dwarf kneeling in a muddy pond can tly
as desperately as possible to spit at a giant on a high
mountain, but he will flnd his saliva falling back on his
own face. Those few utterances of Tito's provide a
superb sketch of the very features of the Tito elements.
Tito's painstakingly prepared speectr consists of so
many lies that they are' too numerous to be refuted.. I{e
said that we had n<.rt made public any of their materials.
This is perhaps the nrost stupid of these lies. We do not
consider it necessary for the socialist press to publish
long-winded tirades by revisionists, but still facts are
facts. In 1956, we published the full texts of Tito's
notorious Pula speech and Kardelj's speech before parIiament. Not long ago we published the full texts of
ihe two draft programmes of the League of Communists
of Yugoslavia, and now we have printed the full text
of Tito's speech delivered at Labin, while t,he Yugoslav
press has rarely published full texts of our articles. But
Tito still brags that "it is obvious that wc are mor:ally
much superior to them."
Tito boasted that the Yugoslav people were one with
him and issued slanders from many angles to sow dissenslon between the Yugoslav people and the peoples of the
socialist countries. But he cannot explain r,vhy the
Yugoslav state organs of force, which are supposed to
9t

have been (withering away" for a long time, suddenly
arrested a large number of true Communists recently.
Of ,course while the imperialists can still keep a group of
labour aristocrats at home and abroad, these aristocrats
can still carry out their activities to a considerable extent and there are still people who pin their hopes on
them. But the sun is setting in the West. Do the Tito
elements and all other rcvisionists who lool< to the West
have any bright future?
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